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Introduction 

That the technique of wood block printing (printing from carved blocks) 
began to spread in the latter half of the Tang ~ dynasty, in the ninth century, and 
that at the earliest, the Five Dynasties E.1-t on into the Song 5R dynasty ushered in 
the Golden Age of wood block printing are facts now widely acknowledged. The 
vicissitudes of the Chinese printing industry have been accurately described in 
works of comprehensive research on the history of printing in China by Thomas 
F. Carter, Paul Pelliot, Nagasawa Kikuya !tiffflJe-t!L, Denis Twitchett, Zhang
Xiumin *~R, Tsien Tsuen-Hsuin iJJHJII, Luo Shubao IU.MW, and Yoneyama 
Torataro *UJ~:i:j~_ l) 

It is evident, however, that numerous questions regarding the beginnings of 
printing in China still remain unclear. They include the dating of the first printing 
and the location where printing began, the era of the establishment of the private 
printing industry as a commercial enterprise, printing techniques and the content 
and types of printed items, print runs, circulation routes, sales levels, and regula
tions regarding printing. 2) Moreover, as previous studies have focussed on the his
tory of printing technology, it has largely been left to future research to clarify 
such important topics concerning the beginnings of the printing industry in 
China at the end of the Tang and in the Song as mutual influences on contem
porary social institutions and people's mental constructs. 

Of these questions, regarding printing locations in the Tang dynasty, in early 
period research on the history of printing in China, on the basis of literary evi
dence and printed items from Chengdu f.&t~ discovered at Dunhuang licJ:i, it 
came to be thought that they were concentrated in the large cities of Shu ju and 
Jiangnan iIT=¥J. Publication of Chen Zuolong ~tfflHl's "Tangdai xijing keyin tuji 
zhi yiban," ~1t@:J?:~U E:Dlll~z-:f:xf (A class of printed maps and books of the 
Tang western capital) (Dunhuang ziliao kaoxie lidiif 5jt!-~M, vol. 2, Taibei -~I::, 
Commercial Press of Taiwan =:i~lffi~E:D=!=jg, 1979, originally published in Shanxi 
wenxian ~@Xlx15, 1973) introduced the existence among the Dunhuang legacy of 
three printed items from Chang'an **· They were an annotated almanac pro
duced by the private printing industry of the eastern market of Chang'an *** 
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rn; a written copy of a book on moxibustion ( the Xin Ji bei Ji jiu Jing fJr~1i~ ~*! 
Newly Collected Classic on First Aid Moxibustion) also printed in the eastern 

market; and the written copy of a text of instructions to a daughter ( a text of 

admonitions to a daughter about to be married) printed in Chang'an. (Of these 

three items, only the annotated almanac is a printed item, the other two being 

written drafts for printed items. Furthermore, while the text of instructions to a 

daughter is extant in a Chang'an printing, other than the two items noted, print

ing in the eastern market is not clearly recorded.) Thus Chen ~- demonstrated 

that in the ninth century, in late Tang, alongside Shu andJiangnan, the eastern 

market in the imperial capital of Chang'an had become a center of the private 

printing industry. 3) 

Subsequent to Chen Zuolong's research, a comprehensive introduction to 

print items from Chang'an and to the copies of three print items were given by Su 

Bai fEiB 4) and Weng Tongwen t~fPJ)t.5) I myself touched briefly on them while 

investigating the history of commerce in Chang'an.6) Furthermore, Lu Shen~ 

i~,7) Shu Xue ~Jl£,8) Zhang Xiumin,9) Lin Congming *1.@SJJ, lO) Luo Shubao, 11 ) 

and Yan Wenru F~3t1ffl and Yan Wanjun ~j ;lfiU{,J 12l introduced various aspects of 

the three print items. 

Of the annotated alamanac, book on moxibustion, and text of instructions to 

a daughter, individual studies have already been published on the latter two 

items. Namely, for the book on moxibustion, in brief, the text is recorded in: ( 1) 

Majixing -~*Ii~ edited, Dunhuang gu yy·i kaoshi liti~§~1Hf (An Examination 

of Ancient Medical Texts from Dunhuang), (Nanchang l¥J §!i, Jiangxi Kexue 

Chubanshe rIEH4JJ£ili/t&ffi±, 1988, pp. 442-452); (2) Zhao Jianxiong WI'f!Ul 

edited, Dunhuang yicui: Dunhuang yishu yiyao wenxuan jiaoshi liti§W: lHljf ft= 

§~3t~:£(ff (Dunhuang Medical Gems: Annotated Selection of Medical Texts 

from Dunhuang), (Guiyang Jt~, Guizhou Renmin Chubanshe Jt1+1ARiliit&ffi±, 

1988, pp. 155-59). The commentary is the same as in (1), above, but the full text 

of Xin Ji beiji jiu Jing is not recorded, but only a portion of the obverse 13); (3) Cong 

Chunyu :il:~ffiedited, Dunhuang zhongyiyao quanshu litii:p§~IE:-C: (Complete 

Collection of Works on Chinese Medicine from Dunhuang), (Beijing ~tJ?:, Zhongyi 

Guji Chubanshe J:P Ii~ ~ili Jt&ffi±, 1994, pp. 200-217); ( 4) Ma Jixing, Wang 

Shumin ±.i!xR, Tao Guangzheng ~~/JciE, and Fan Feilun ~H!Hi compiled, 

Dunhuang yiyao wenxian jij"iao litili~3tfUltt (Compilation of Medical Texts 

from Dunhuang), (Jiangsu Guji Chubanshe iI!i~iiiliit&ffi±, 1998, pp. 513-528). 14) 

For the text of instructions to a daughter, already in the past Liu Fu JU1l, in 

Dunhuang duo suo litifi:ijf (Trifles Gathered from Dunhuang), (Beijing, Zhong

yang Yanjiuyuan Lishi Yuyan Yanjiusuo Monograph 2 i:p:9cliff~li1cjjt§e.3'§-i§liff 

~?Jrlfflj z=, 1925), published the text under the title "Cuishi furen xun nii wen 

yiben ~R~A~Jll"tc3t-* (The volume Madam Cui's Instructions to her Daughter)." 

Later, Chen Zuolong wrote "Guanyu Dunhuang gu chao Li Tang Cuishi furen xun 

nu wen ;m1J~liti~iJ;*J8 W~R~AWl!-tc3tJ (Regarding the ancient copy of the 
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Tang workMo,dam Cui's Instructions to her Daughter)," (in his Dunhuang xuehai tan zhu 
ixii*iij:HUl, vol. 1, Taibei, Commerial Press of Taiwan, 1979, originally pub
lished in Dongfang zazhi *Jf ~Ut Second Series, 9/2, 197 5), with corrections to 
the text of Liu Fu, establishing a foundation for future research. In recent years, 
with the publication of Zheng Acai ~~iiJM's, "Dunhuang xieben Cuichi furen xun 
nii wen yanjiu, iHi~* nt~~AiJIIRXJ liff~ (A study of the Dunhuang writ
ten draft of Madam Cui's Instructions to her Daughter)," (in his Dunhuang wenxian yu 
wenxue ixti5til:kW. 5t*, Taibei, Xin Wenfeng Chuban Gongsi ffrX~ l±Hli 0P], 
1993, originally published in Zhongxing fashang xuebao q:i~i:tiffi~R 19, 1984), a 
relatively accurately corrected text and annotations have become available. 15) In 
addition, there are the transcriptions and simple annotations by Xiang Chu Jj 
~ 16) and Tan Chanxue ~-'!I!'-'§ .17

) Most recently, Ito Mieko 1:fr!i ~lli-f-has pub
lished "Tonko shahon Saishifujin kunjobun ni tsuite ixti~* f ,m~~AiJIIRXJ i.: 
-==> v• --C (On the Dunhuang written draft of Madam Cui's Instructions to her 
Daughter)," Toyama Daigaku Jinbungakubu kiyo ~ LLi::k*A5t*-&M2.~ 26, 1997), 
with a new transcription and a colloquial Japanese translation, bring research a 
step forward. 

Made clear through the development of the above research, the printing 
industry in the eastern market of Tang dynasty Chang'an and the existence of 
printed items are today widely familiar to scholarly circles. As stated above, how
ever, while in the case of the book on moxibustion and the text of instructions to 
a daughter, the basis for research has been provided by critical examination of 
the text and the creation of notes, the annotated almanac has yet to be discussed 
specifically. Furthermore, as regards the content of these three print items of 
such differing content, a detailed examination going over the historical back
ground and comprehensively investigating the role played by the late Tang 
Chang'an eastern market printing industry, in order to place that industry within 
the history of printing in China, is a research topic· remaining to be pursued in 
the future. 

As far as it goes, this article does not go beyond the limitations of a simple 
introduction to the eastern market printing industry. Since, however, previous 
research has not presented complete photographic reproductions and transcrip
tions of the three print items, to facilitate future research, the author would like 
here to arrange the content and to give tentative translations of the texts of the 
three print items ( omitting the reverse of the moxibustion text). Besides, he 
would also like to attempt a preliminary examination of the distinctive historical 
features of the late Tang printing industry, including these three print items. 
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I. The Chang'an Eastern Market Printing Industry and Print Items 

1. The Printing of Folk Almanacs: the almanac Shangdu dongshi da Diao jia 

dayin Stein P.12 ( Giles 8101), size of original 17x7 centimeters 

Regarding Tang dynasty prints of folk almanacs, including this "almanac in 

big print from the major Diao ~ family of the metropolitan eastern market," as of 

now, the following three print items are known. All of these are annotated 

almanacs, with notes on everyday good and bad fortune and taboos attached to 

the calendar. 18) 

# 1 Fragment of the end of the scroll of the "Almanac in big print from the 

major Diao family of the metropolitan eastern market" I ---1:::.if~J!frn](~** 
E:D~ BJ: Stein P.12 (Giles 8101 ), Fig. 1. 19) 

#2 "Annotated almanac of the dingyou year ( ~anfu 4 in the reign of Xizong: 

877)" fT@~ (11* · ~z:ff[g~ <877>) ~i±~ BJ with the beginning miss

ing: Stein P.6 (Giles 8099), Fig. 2. 

#3 Fragment at the beginning of the scroll of the "Almanac of the Fan Shang 

family of Chengdu in Xichuan,Jiannan" (liannan Xiquan Chengdufu Fan Shang 

jia li of Zhonghe 2 in the reign of Xizong 11* r:rt□=~ (882) 1 ~IJP-rJIN 111 ffltt~ 
Fff~1t*~ J: Stein P.10 (Giles 8100). 

Of these, the place of printing and the printer's name are clearly notes for 

#1, the "almanac in big print from the major Diao family of the metropolitan east

ern market," and #3, the "almanac of the Fan Shang family of Chengdu in Jinnan 

Xichuan." The periods when #1, the Chang'an "major Diao family" 20) and #3, 

the Chengdu "Fan Shang family" were active in printing can be confirmed from 

#2, the "annotated almanac of the dingyou year," and #3, the "almanac of the Fan 

Shang family of Chengdu inJiannan Xichuan." On #1, the "almanac in big print 

from the major Diao family of the metropolitan eastern market," the date is not 

noted. Since the content and form of the calendar annotations, and the character 

font are basically the same as #2, the "annotated almanac of the dingyou year," it 

may be surmised that, like #2, # 1 was printed in the latter half of the ninth cen

tury. (See Figures 1 and 2.) At the same time, #2 for which the location of print

ing and the printer are not noted, like #1, is not an official almanac printed by the 

state, so it may possibly be a folk calendar printed by a printer in Chang'an. 

Almanac #2 notes for each month, whether it is "large" or "small" (long or short), 

the initial day of the month, and the daily cycle of celestial stems and earthly 

branches, the intercalary months, and the days marking the solar terms by celes-
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tial stems and earthly branches. Therein, this almanac is consistent with the offi
cial Changqing :Bf:~ "Xuanming Almanac 11:fijl:J ~" of the fourth year of Qianfu 
(877).21 ) 

Of #2, the "annotated almanac of the dingyou year," the beginning is missing, 
but it is a large oblong annotated almanac in five or six sections. The uppermost 
section notes whether the months are "large" or "small," the initial day of the 
month in terms of celestial stems and earthly branches, and the lunar nine man
sions chart. The small second section notes the miri W B. The third section gives 
the daily cycle of celestial stems and earthly branches, the musical notes attached 
to the combination of stems and branches ( liujia nayin r:. '¥ *Rtr ), and the first and 
last days_ of the months. Below these are noted various methods of selecting days, 
under various situations of phases of the moon, solar seasonal patterns, and 
appropriate times and seasons, expressed as "the method of the constellations of 
the sexagenary cycle (r:.+ '¥-f-'8mi:t)," "the method of relating disasters to the 
twelve zodiac signs (+=t§~XJ[f!)," "the method of calculating the twelve days 
when diseases can be caught (1l+=1~m6¥:t)," "days for accompanying the Year 
Star Ge~eral Gupiter) (::t:~M~JJIP}~B)," "days when the Five Surnames make 
repairs (1iJ11f~~ B)," "days when the Five Surnames sow or plant out (.n~_Hlai 
B)," "chart for the Five Surnames to set up gates, doors, wells, and stoves (.n~i~ 
ii:F~J5#ftlll)," "calculations of the days in the dingyou year on which the Five 
Surnames should commence building work (1lT@:ff1i~_itg~ B)," "days for 
washing the head il~J[ B ," and the like, along with divinations regarding direc
tions and notes on good and bad fortune. 22) 

In the case of# 1, which remains as only a fragment from the end of a scroll, 
the extant calendar content is almost entirely consistent with the end of the scroll 
of #2. Accordingly, it may be surmised that #1 originally took the same form as 
#2, and in the same way, had a large lower left portion forming the end of the 
annotated almanac scroll. Unlike #1 with the printer's name recorded at the end 
of the scroll, #2 has no record of the printer's name. As stated above, however, 
since they are in the same form and use characters of the same typeface, there is 
a possibility that #2, like #1, was printed in Chang'an's eastern market. On the 
other hand, #3, the "almanac of the Fan Shang family of Chengdu in Jiannan 
Xichuan" has the printer's name printed at the beginning of the scroll. The 
arrangement of the calendar annotations is also different, so its printed form dif
fers somewhat from #1 and #2. 

Thus, #1, the fragment of the "almanac in big print from the major Diao 
family of the metropolitan eastern market" is made up of three sections: upper, 
middle, and lower (Figure 1 ). Looking in terms of content, it would seem that the 
upper section represents predictions related to the missing portion (ffi$li.1l-JE~ 
i:t); the middle section, a diagram made up of a bagua Air (eight trigram) direc
tional diagram and lucky and unlucky directions (::t:~A:R/:i:Hrlll); and the lower 
section, prognostications from the winds based on the bagua directional diagram 
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in the section above it. 
Below, the author would like to set out a transcription based on the follow

ing: the microfilm held in the Toyo Bunko; the photoreproduction given on 

p. 244 of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences Institute of Historical 

Research, Committee for the Compilation of Ancient Documents from 

Dunhuang of the Society for the Study of China's Dunhuang and Turfan, the 

British Library, and London University's School of Oriental and African Studies 

( q=i II ffi± fH-t* ~Ji:~ ~ if ~~Jr . q=i II ix'.l:i . n± ~ 1=*1Wii1:i lb )t Jlxffi ~~ft 1W . * II 
II * Ill ft: j'g · 1wHi :k * 2 ~~ * ~) jointly edited, Ying cang Dunhuang wenxian 

(Hanwen fajiao yiwai bufen) *iUi'.l:i)tJlx (?Ji5t1~UttJJ1f&~15t), vol. 14 (Chengdu: 

Sichuan Renmin Chubanshe [9}1[ Al~Jl:Hl1H±, 1995) ; the author's own observa

tions (from the photograph given here as Figure 1, received during a visit to the 

British Museum in August 1992). 

A-Upper Section of Figure 1 (Section A in Figure 1) 

There are many lacunae in the text of the upper section of Figure 1. If after 

transcribing Figure 1, reference is made to the corresponding passages in the text 

of Figure 2, which records similar content, the transcription still remains unclear 

in places. Nevertheless an attempt is made to correct it with a tentative translation 

from the passages in Figure 2 equivalent to those missing in Figure 1. 

□□□□□□□□□□□□□□L,~*~BttaDOO•o~*~,~~~oD 
□□□~m, JE~1tlSo 11D□□□ Bo L~~~§Dl(, ;E~~jt§f~L Pl1£~,L-, 
;l]t~*-0 

[Reference] The corresponding passage in Figure 2, the "annotated 

almanac of the dingyou year": 

JL:kfHkLTtt~T, 1J,fl1kTtt~L, fU*~mBtta 1100W, ~*1l, ~~1la 
~!Hi, *~m [BJ , 5E~1llma ~i]Jf, *~ma, t:~~~§*, 5E~~J'lEl~o 
Pittit{,, ;l]t~*-o 

[Translation] In all cases, for large months (Indicating those months with 

thirty days. The upper section of this calendar records the large months as 

the third month, the fifth month, the eighth month, the tenth month, and 

the twelfth month. The opening portion of this calendar is, however, missing, 

so that it begins from the tenth day of the second month.) count from the top 

going down, and for small months (Indicating those months with twenty-nine 

days. The upper section of this calendar gives the small months as the inter

calary second month, the fourth month, the sixth month, the seventh month, 

the ninth month, and the eleventh month.) count from the bottom going up, 
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Figure 1: Stein P.12 (Giles 8101) "Almanac in big print from the major Diao 
family of the metropolitan eastern market" (By permission of the 
British Library) 
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Figure 2: Detail of Stein P.6 (Giles 8099) "Annotated almanac of the dingyou 

year (877)" 
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stopping at the day the thing was lost. If you meet with a circular figure, you 
will not get it when hasty and you will fail to get it when slow. If you reach a 
long horizontal line, neither lost object nor person who has gone away comes 
back. If you reach a short horizontal line, lost objects or persons who have 
left will appear of their own accord without being pursued. People who 
have gone away will come without being sought. But if you put your mind to 
it, you will not lose one in ten thousand things. 

B-Middle Section of Figure 1 (Section B in Figure 1) 

This figure, when compared to a section of Figure 2, which is complete, 
may be understood to represent the eight trigram (bagua) directional diagram of 
the Changes (King Wen's bagua diagram ( )(3:.J\irill)), that is, the diagram of Hou 
tian yi {kxJhlll (Consequential Changes). That is to say, outside the circle are rep
resented the directions of the eight trigrams assembled from the Four Gates (Im F~) 
and Five Elements (.n1T), based on the bagua directional diagram of Hou tian yi. 
(The Four Gates are Tianmen xF~ (Heavenly Gate: qian ~t: = northwest), Shimen E 
F~ (Stone Gate: kun t$ = southwest), Fengmen MF~ (Wind Gate: xun ~ = southeast), 
and Guimen *F~ (Ghost Gate: gen N = northeast). The Five Elements are Mumen 
*F~ (Wood Gate: zhen ~ = east), Shuimen 1.KF~ (Water Gate: kan :IX = north), 

Jinmen ~F~ (Metal Gate: dui Jt = west), and Huomen '.kF~ (Fire Gate: li /iJt = south). 
Inside the circle appear to be noted the eight types of lucky and unlucky direc
tions and the lucky and unlucky days based on them.23) This bagua diagram cor
responds to the content of harvest omens in the lower section below. 

C-Lower Section of Figure 1 (Section C in Figure 1) 

These passages, when compared with the corresponding passages in Figure 
2, would seem to comprise, in accord with prognostications from the winds, a sec
tion of "harvest omens" showing whether the harvest would be good or bad (the 
head portion being missing). It is clear that the content corresponds with the 
bagua directional diagram in the middle section above. As mentioned below, the 
equivalent section to the missing head portion from the fragment of the "almanac 
in big print from the major Diao family of the metropolitan eastern market" in 
Figure 1 is extant in the above-mentioned "annotated almanac of the dingyou 
year" in Figure 2. While unclear passages remain in this case also, a tentative 
translation follows. 

C ~o tg*F~.n~*~1lo tg:}(Ftfa::*o tgM{.F~~Mffio EF~tffeiEBsL ~r~ 
IP] (wlnJ) itt:l o 

[Translation] C ~- If the wind should roll from the quarter of the Wood 
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i¥i · Ii 

Figure 3: Reconstruction of the bagua directional diagram J\ir 1i 11 Ill in 

Figure 1. 

This figure is a reconstruction of the partial bagua directional diagram in 

Figure 1 made by referring to the bagua directional diagram included in 

Figure 2. The Four Gates (tianmen x.F~, shimen EF~, guimen *F~,fengmen Nil.F~) 

and the Five Elements (mumen *F~, huomen 'kF~,jinmen i:F~, shuimen *F~, tu 

Ill [tumen] ±M), along with the days of choice for tianmen x.F~, tianfu x.~, 

tianyang x.~, tiangong x.s, and tianyin x.~, etc. are combined in the diagram. 

The author has added the directions and trigram names around the borders 

of the figure. 
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Table 1: Contents of the bagua directional diagram and wind prognostications 

Direction Trigram Five Lucky/ Lucky/Unlucky Wind Prognostication 
jjf {L £ Elements/ Unlucky Days E[2{JB JOO. i:!:f "' 

Four Gates Direction 
.lifi . ll9F~ E[2{Jn11 

North kan~ Water Gate tianmen 1,9,17,25 (Arising from Water Gate, 
it 7-kF~ :X:F~ five grains will be cheap. 

~1kF~, .li~'.k~o) 
tianzei 2,10,18,26 
:x:~ 

Northeast gen ls! Ghost Gate 

/ 
(Arising from Ghost Gate, 

JFlit *F~ tiancai people will die one after 

xM another. ~* F~, AR~ 
1'.:o) 

East zhen ~ Wood Gate 3,11,19,27 Arising from Wood Gate, 

* *F~ bountiful harvest from five 
tianyang 4,12,20,28 grains. ~*F~, .li~:k~1(o 
:x:~ 

Southeast xun ~ Wind Gate 

/ 
Arising from Wind Gate, 

JF[1¥J MF~ tianguan much wind & rain. ~JOO.Ft 

x'@' ~Mffio 

South liM Fire Gate 5,13,21,29 Arising from Fire Gate, 
1¥I '.kF~ great drought. ~'.kFt :k 

tianyin 6,14,22,30 E3 =Fo :x:~ 

Southwest kun j:fj3 Stone Gate 

/ (Arising from Stone Gate, 
@1¥J EF~ tianfu livelihood of people inse-

xtiJ cure.~EF~, AR:;f*o) 

West duiYl Metal Gate 7,15,23 If from Metal Gate, cost of 
@ i:F~ copper & iron will be high. 

tian sheng 8,16,24 i: Ft [P] il-J: o 
:x:□ 

Northwest qian lz: Heavenly 

/ 
If from Heavenly Gate, 

@it Gate tianmen seedlings will be damaged 
:X:F~ :X:F~ in fields. :X:F~, t!"i.B3rn o 

Note 1. This table was formed to indicate the mutual relationship between the bagua 
directional diagram in the middle section of Figure 1 and the wind prognostications in the 
lower section. 

Note 2. The phrases in brackets in the Wind Prognostication column are missing in 
Figure 1. The relevant phrases from Figure 2 have been supplied. 
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Gate ( east), a bountiful harvest may be obtained from the five grains. If the 

wind should roll from the quarter of the Fire Gate (south), a great drought 

will arise. If the wind should roll from the quarter of the Wind Gate (south

east), there will be much wind and rain. If the thunder should roll from the 

quarter of the Stone Gate (northwest), the seedlings will be damaged in the 

fields. If the wind should roll from the quarter of the Metal Gate (west), the 

cost of copper and iron will be high. 

[Reference] The corresponding passage in Figure 2, the "annotated almanac 

of the dingyou year: 

'fN-%4-4:t:~Tgg, rgg El ~P¾o 17'11TIII, 1ltti§[ o §[~xr~AR::f$:o ~1kF~ 

n~'.k~o ~*F~AR~t::o ~*F~n~::f r.&:o ~11.F~~J\Jmo ~:kF~A4* 

~o ~EF~iiJJUBrno ~1i£F~!PJ (w!PJ) ii~o 

[Translation] Harvest omens. As this year, the Year Star is in dingyou (it is the 

fourth year of the Qjanfu period of Xizong's reign: 877), prognostications are 

taken from the first day of the dingyou year, that is, from the center of the dia

gram (indicating the bagua square diagram in Figure 1, B).From the outside, 

prognostications are taken from the sound of thunder. If the wind should roll 

from the quarter of the Heavenly Gate, the livelihood of the people will be 

insecure. If the thunder should roll from the quarter of the Water Gate, the 

five grains will be cheap. If the thunder should roll from the quarter of the 

Ghost Gate, people will die one after another. (As the text which follows is· 

almost the same as noted above for Figure 1, it is omitted;) 24) 

Now Figure 3 represents the bagua directional diagram forming the middle 

section of Figure 1 as restored to its original form with reference to Figure 2. 

Table 1 is arrived at by combining the content of Figure 3 with the notes on thun

der divination from the lower section of Figure 1, and transforming them into tab

ulated form. As may be understood from looking at Figure 3 and Table 1, the 

fragment of the "almanac in big print from the major Diao family of the metro

politan eastern market" in Figure 1 is based on a bagua directional diagram pop

ular in the Tang dynasty. It could be concluded, therefore, that the mutual rela

tionship between directional prognostications for the year corresponding to the 

calendar (dingyou = 877) and prognostications from winds are recorded.25) 

The annotated almanac format of the calendar under examination was per

petuated in the format of folk annotated almanacs of later dynasties, namely 

tongshu ~=!= (almanacs; lishu M=!=, tongsheng ~ijf, or huangli fiM).26) The almanac 

under examination was aimed at the literate classes. Since however it recorded 

prognostications from winds and choices of days by lucky and unlucky directions, 

which were widely believed in by the people of the time, it may be said to be 
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capable of revealing an aspect of the spiritual culture of the masses. Since the Qjn 
~ and Han ?~ dynasties, the choice of days by lucky and unlucky directions had 
been a typical folk method of prognostication, systematized according to yinyang 
wuxing ~~nfr thought. 27) The prognostications based on the bagua directional 
diagram in the almanac under examination are connected with the ancient 
Chinese tradition of folk prognostications. 

Probably, not just the extant section of lucky and unlucky days and prog
nostications, but the whole almanac may be considered closely connected with 
the content on divining the lucky and unlucky according to Li Chunfeng $zf )jl 

(602-70) in Yisi zhan e;Ed=i(Divination by Celestial Stems and Earthly Bran
ches), vol. 10 and Quyun Xida V~~jf edited, Kaiyuan zhanjing mlftd=i*I (The 
Divination Classic of the Kaiyuan period completed in 718), vol. 120. Everyone 
in those days shared the belief that, on the basis of calendar notes, fortunes 
could be predicted and luck and misfortune be selected on one's own volition. 

As is well known, since in traditional Chinese thought, the role of mediation 
in the order of Heaven and Earth fell to the Son of Heaven, the emperor, alone. 
The publication of the calendar, which embodied the correspondences of 
Heaven and Earth, observations of the heavens and divination from the phe
nomena of Heaven and Earth, were naturally, therefore, the monopoly of the Son 
of Heaven, the emperor. The development of the private printing industry, how
ever, shook the monopolistic power of the Son of Heaven, the emperor, over the 
channel to Heaven. The making of calendars and their interpretation spread 
among private individuals, and direct confrontation with Heaven became an 
everyday possibility. In the administrative regulations of the Tang Code, there 
were prohibitions against the private ownership of astronomical instruments 
(xuanxiang qiwu ~~tnm), books on astronomy, copies of the Yellow River Chart 
of the Luo River Document (Hetu Luoshu i~lllt-iH!f: auspicious signs recovered 
from those rivers), prophetic books (chenshu ~!ili!f), military books, seven day cal
endars (--tB;M) (calendars recording good and bad luck controlling seven days), 
and planchettes of Taiyi or Leigong (Taiyi shi 7.(.e;j;\, Leigong shi ~0j;\: used to 
divine public or private fortunes) (Tang lii shu yi ~1tib·Ut (The Tang Code) 9, 
Zhizhi llmlJ (Administrative Regulations). Up until the Qj.ng fF!r dynasty, under all 
dynasties, mutatis mutandis, decrees prohibiting the printing and circulation of 
private calendars were issued. 

The popularity of such folk calendars would seem to have speeded up the 
deterioration of the ancient Chinese philosophy of ritual which saw the Son of 
Heaven, the emperor,· as the sole mediator between Heaven and Earth. In the 
study of the history of Chinese thought, the period from the mid Tang, in the 
ninth century, to the eleventh and twelfth centuries of the Song dynasty may be 
said to have brought about a shift in philosophical focus from an incomprehen
sible, transcendent "Heaven" (tian :R) to a comprehensible, relatively materialis
tic "Principle" (li :fll!), and the shift in the intellectuals' view of heaven came into 
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being.28l Liu Zongyuan's (773-819) Tian shui if~P*n, xi>t (Explaining Heaven) 

and Liu Yuxi's (772-842) Tian lun IU ~ii, .:R!i (Discussing Heaven) are famous as 
the beginning of criticism directed toward the absoluteness of Heaven in passing 

heavenly censure through arbitrating the fate of mankind. Such changes in 

thought, and the popularity of privately printed calendars are most probably 
mutually related. 

Naturally enough, the dynastic regime, for its part, passed laws forbidding 
the circulation of folk calendars, but the existence of the calendar under exami
nation bears witness to the realities of printing and sale on a grand scale of folk 

calendars in the market of the imperial capital, at the end of the Tang, to resi

dents inside and outside of the city.29) Wenzong X*'s prohibition promulgated in 

the ninth year of the Taihe :t:::f□ period (835) ( Chi zhudaofu bude sizhi liriban wjciU~ 
Jff /f-1ff.l. ii~ El ifR Decree to provincial authorities forbidding the private setting 
up of print blocks for calendars) was the first instance of an order banning the 

printing of folk calendars. This marked the beginning of the feud between offi

cially produced printed calendars ("big calendars" dali * ~) and privately 
printed calendars ("small calendars" xiaoli 1J-..~ or tongshu), which persisted for 
more than a millennium through successive dynasties up to the end of the 
Qjng.30) 

2. The Printing of a Book on Moxibustion: scroll remnants of "Xin ji beiji 
jiujingprinted by the Li family of the capital in the 

eastern market" (Pelliot 2675) 

Of the document given the Pelliot number 26 7 5, Xin Ji beiji jiu Jing, two sec
tions are extant. The two scroll remnants with different copyists and dates of 

copying are designated Xin Ji beiji jiu Jing scrolls A and B. The authorship is 
anonymous, while the content comprises moxibustion techniques and con

traindications. The content of Xin Ji beijijiu Jing scroll A is sequentially divided 
between the obverse and reverse, with the obverse designated scroll A-a, and the 

reverse, scroll A-b.31 ) The heading of scroll A-a reads: "Xin Ji beiji jiu Jing, vol. 1, 
printed by the metropolitan Li family in the eastern market J?:i=p$*150J!fm~D," 
clearly recording that it was a publication of the Li family of the eastern market in 
Chang'an. It is the oldest record of the printing of a medical book. 

Xin Ji beiji jiu Jing scroll A-a, which is analysed in this paper, is a written 
copy of a printed book on moxibustion techniques, as a household ready-refer
ence for treating the onset of acute conditions, of which the latter half is miss
ing. 32) The reverse, Scroll A-b, is a section noting moxibustion contraindications. 

The lower half of the first part is missing, but the section of ren shen jinji Affl$ ~ ,~ 
(taboo periods for acupuncture and moxibustion in designated years, seasons, 
months and days) is extant.33) At the end of the scroll is the following note: "In 
the second year of the Xiantong period (861 ), the year Xinsi, on the 25th day of 
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the twelfth month, hand copied by the yaqian tongyin bing tongshi sheren Fan Ziying 
and the yinyang practitioner FanJingxun" (filx: ;m =1¥-, t!l ;x:$ E + = fJ = + n, 1Nffir 
;m5 ltf;m-$% Affir?fk, ~~£-m·JlJ1iJ=A~~c). From this, it may be understood 
that this document was written by Fan Ziying ffir?fk and Fanjingxun m~~1iJ in 
861 and that consequently, the printed version of Xin Ji beiji jiu Jing was printed 
earlier on by the Chang'an printing concern, the Li family. 

The content of this written version, following a short preface, consists of a 
drawing of a moxibustion chart of the human body from the front, with the mox
ibustion points on the human body indicated by black circles. The text portions 
indicating symptoms and moxibustion techniques to which they correspond are 
joined to them with lines. The colours red and black are used for these lines. The 
text portions indicating symptoms and moxibustion techniques first note the 
symptoms and then concisely give the positions, names, and number of applica
tions of the moxibustion points answering to the symptoms, and their effective
ness. As stated above, however, the latter half of the document is missing, so the 
charts and the text are incomplete. Originally it is thought that there was not just 
a chart of the human body from the front, but charts from the back and sides also 
existed. 

Below is noted a transcription and tentative translation based on: the micro
film held in the Toyo Bunko; the transcriptions and interpretations in the previ
ously cited Dunhuang guyiji kaoshi of Ma Jixing; Cong Chunyu edited, Dunhuang 
zhongyiyao quanshu (Encyclopaedia of Chinese Medicine at Dunhuang), Zhao 
Jianxiong edited, Dunhuang yicui: Dunhuang yishu yiyao wenxuan jiaoshi (The Pick of 
Dunhuang Medicine: An Annotated Anthology of Dunhuang Medical Works 
and Medicine); Ma Jixing, Wang Shumin, Tao Guangzheng, and Fan Feilun, 
Dunhuang yiyao wenxian jijiao (Annotated Medical Documents from Dunhuang); 
along with the author's own observations (in August 1992 at the Bibliotheque 
Nationale in Paris). (This document has been treated briefly by Naba Toshisada 
;JJ~i.&:f!J~,34l Miyashita Saburo sT:=-j~,35l and Miki Sakae .=:*~.36l The reverse 
section of the scroll (Scroll A-b) and Scroll B are omitted for lack of space. Now as 
the sequence of the transcript differs in all the works cited, that edited by Cong 
Chunyu is followed. Furthermore, by the side of substituted characters, the cor
rect characters are given in parentheses. 

Xin Ji beiji jiu Jing scroll fragments (Pelliot 267 5) 

Xin Ji beiji jiu Jing in, vol. 1, printed in the eastern market by the metropolitan Li 
family 
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[Translation] The jiu Jing~*~ (Classic of Moxibustion) (a lost work) says: 
"The body is formed from a synthesis of the Four Elements ( earth, water, 

fire, wind). If but one pulse is out of order, all kinds of sicknesses arise at one 

time." If one lives in a remote region, in a place far removed from the pre
fectural or county seat, or in a rustic village cut off by mountains and rivers, 

(in circumstances where there is no physician nearby), on catching even the 

most trifling disease, it is difficult to obtain medicine. So if one suffers a life
threatening condition, how can it be cured? So now, we set out simple mox

ibustion techniques for every household to heal sicknesses. We also note the 
renshen Aiil$dates, (when moxibustion is not to be used) and the prohibitions 

for all households. If they are followed, and are checked carefully when 

seeking the means to a cure, their efficacy will be unmatched. 

[l] ,!J~ijfli:, 1!-=¥-JG~o lflii:ti"ijf# J::., ~:t=-t:M±o ~ijfm#1co 
[Translation] In a case where the shoulder and upper arm (the region below 
the head and above the elbow) feels heavy, and when the hands are lifted, 

they cannot be raised. To the left and right bojing ijf # points, apply moxi
bustion 14 times each. 
[2) ,!JHHQtf, ~~o lfUrfi~n0n£-, ~[9ffff1c, ~.:::::-t:M±o 
[Translation] In a case where the belly becomes distended and stiff as a 
board, and breathing is irregular. To the sipu [9fj (should read siman [9jjipj) 

points 5 fen 5t to each side of the navel, apply moxibustion 21 times. 

[3) ,!JJ)]l;!Jli:, ?:%i\.T, 1t~?%$o ~ A~ffi□, r=rt!ftE]□ ij~J::., ~, ~.:::::-t:M±o 
[Translation] In a case where the lower back and the legs feel heavy, and 
they have become numbed by cold wind. At the places where the tips of the 
middle fingers touch the thighs when the hands are extended downward, 

that is (at thefengshi J\.m point), apply moxibustion 21 times. . 
('/1.\) 

[4) ,!,t~~ · *~ · tt · Jl.:JM~ffelo T~Ti57lt~f1c, ~=-t:M±o "fl'f!-.o 

[Translation] In cases of contracting "evil vapor" (xieqi t~~) or "ghost vapor" 

(guiqi Yl~) (vapors which cause people to die of sickness), pestilences (zhu tt) 
(said to be infectious or chronic diseases), convulsions, and the like. At the 

chengjiang *~f point below the lower lip, apply moxibustion 14 times. The 
sickness should be cured at once. 

[5) ,!Jliil., ,1AI~L, 1Joj:~JGiftEl~o lf0fJLT1SAr:r1c, ~-t:M±o "flio 
[Translation] In a case where the mind is confused by fits, and furthermore, 

there is acute inability to speak for a prolonged period. At the renzhong A$ 
point below the nostrils, apply moxibustion 7 times. The sickness should be 
cured at once. 
[6) ,!JI$, j:tf!~1:., tt □E:io ffilt~J::.15 ~-®-1-c, --t:M±o if1i<JGJI0 
[Translation] In a case in which the eyes are bloodshot and are blurred by 
inflammation. At the yin hui ~-®- points on the two ear lobes, apply moxi-
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bustion 7 times. Once this is done, the condition will never reoccur. 

[7] ,!jJi~ (gyJ Mm, ~~~JUi, EIMo ~J[,C.,J:.~sw-1-c, =-t#±o 
[Translation] In a case of dizziness and numbness, where the head aches and 

dandruff appears. At the point baihui B W- on the center of the scalp, apply 
moxibustion 14 times. 

[8] 1$1~---c!-/½,J;J; §I l-A~J+-$r'c--,, ~-_J_.J.1± 
,l!;,,e.,,]'ffi'A'YLo ~__L.±:'.tt; 1.rlli /'\, :?X--u71 o 

[Translation] In an acute case of jaundice, in which one is on the point of 

death. At the point zhushen 11ffi$ at the top of the nose and below the hair, 
apply moxibustion 14 times. 
[9] ,!,*m*o ffi}j§tj=l~:;tEJ:J1-c, ~~ii~o X.ffiHtlJ&-=f, ~~z-s#±o 
[Translation] In cases of leprosy. At the guangming :;tEfaj point located cen

trally between the two eyebrows, apply moxibustion. (The number of appli
cations) is to accord with the number of years of the patient's age. At the 

(yongquan ii~ points) on both feet and the (laogong :f#g points) in the center 
of the hands, also apply moxibustion 100 times. 
[10] ,!,-=f.Jl§h:#, ~:Ji7f11T?2,, 1Jo-=f.Jft$, ~m#o -=f.Jl§h:i11, ~-t#±o 
[Translation] In a case where the wrist is so painful that it is unbearable and 

the hand is numb, and the patient has contracted fenglao m# ( a disease in 
which the throat is strained and the eyes and head ache). At the point called 
shouwanjie -=f )l§h:jp (wrist), apply moxibustion 7 times. 

t 
[11] ,!,C =:Jo±~, =t:f:1k1fUo C =:Jitr=-t, ~□□1-c, ~=-t#±o 
[Translation] In cases of C =:J and vomiting, where diarrhea also occurs. At 

the location 2 cun i' (inches) below the C =:J bone, designated the C =:J 
point, apply moxibustion 14 times. 
[12] ,!,~C =:J, x.,c.,~. ~J:.~DMill$:PJlrxo ,c.,~fitC =:J 
[Translation] In acute cases of C =:J, when pain is also felt in the heart, 

and the patient is also troubled by aggravated coughing. The heart and the 
spleen, bone C =:J. 
[13] ,!,C =:Jffi:rLC =:J~--tC =:J 
[14] ,!,-=f.{,~~, lm5l7f~, C =:J 
[Translation] In a case where the palm of the hand becomes heated and the 
four limbs cannot be raised. C =:J 
[15] ,!,C =:J, tbt1F¾~oc =:J, 7fl~~*L =:J 
[Translation] In a case of C =:J, where the breasts become like C =:J, and 

(food) cannot be swallowed C =:J 
[The continuation of the text on the reverse is omitted.] 

Table 2 is an arrangement of the above content in tabulated form. As Table 

2 shows, the names and locations of previously unknown ancient moxibustion 

points (the points yinhui, guangming, and shouwanjie), and moxibustion techniques 
are made clear from this document. At the same time, from the content of Xin Ji 
beiji jiu Jing, the existence in the past of accounts reduplicating medical texts on 
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Table 2: Contents of the Xin ji beiji jiu jing 

No. Symptom Location of Name of No. of Relevant Medical Works 

Moxibustion Moxibustion Moxibustion (Brackets indicate in 

Point oblique Point (Points Treatments which edition by Ma 

lines (- indicate in brackets ( divisible by 7, Jixirig (M), Zhao 

lacuna in text) indicate 7 being the Jianxiong (Z), or Cong 

relevant points model yang ~£- Chunyu (C) the 
in modern number) reference was made) 

medical texts) 

CD Shoulder& AboveL&R boJianJing 14 (Table 2, Zhenjiu Jia yi Jing: H :J,: 
upper arm wJ ijf bojing ijf# ijfwJ# 2nd page) Ej3Z:J~ 3 (M, Z, C) 

(region below (jianjing wJ #) (jianjing) TaipiJ sheng hui fang 
head & above 7,(Lp ~;1_1f 99: 

elbow) feel Zhongguo zhenjiu xuewei 

heavy, & when tongjian i=p ~~t:J,:1C 
hands are lifted, {:V:Jm~ (jianjing), 

they cannot be p.408 

raised 

@ Belly distended 5fen 5t each sipu lmfi 21 ZhenJiu Jiayi Jing 3, (M, 

& stiff as a board, side of navel (siman lm1ilFi) C): Zhongguo zhenJiu 

& breathing irreg- xuewei tongjian (siman), 

ular p. 1676 

® Lower back& Tips of middle (fengshi J\. rn) 21 Taiping sheng hui fang 

legs feel heavy, & fingers touch 100 (M, C): Zhongguo 

have become thighs when zhenjiu xuewei tongjian 

numbed by cold hands extended (fengshi), 

wind down p. 1453: Zhouhou beiji 
fang M1kfi~1f 3 

© "Evil vapor" or Below lower lip chengjiang 14 Zhenjiu Jia yi Jing 3 (Z, 

"ghost vapor," 7f'(~ft: C): 

convulsions and Zhongguo zhenjiu xuewei 

the like tongjian (chengjian), 
p. 167 

® Mind confused Below nostrils renzhong 7 Zhenjiujia yijing 3 (C): 

by fits, & acute Ar=p Zhongguo zhenjiu xuewei 

inability to speak tongjian (renzhong), p. 

for a prolonged 293 

period 

® Eyes bloodshot & Both ear lobes yinhui ~WI 7 Old moxibustion point 

blurred by (not seen in extant 

inflamation medical works) 

(J) Dizziness & Center of scalp baihui SW! 14 Zhenjiu jia yi Jing 3: 

numbness, head Zhongguo zhenjiu xuewei 

ache & tongjian (baihui), p. 259 

appearance of 
dandruff 
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® Acute jaundice, Above nose, zhushen 1iif$ 14 ZhenJiu Jia yi Jing 3 (M, 
near death below hairline (shenting if$~) Z, C): Zhongguo zhenjiu 

xuewei tongjian (shenting), 
p.284 

® Leprosy Centrally guangming as no. of years Old moxibustion point 
between J'ta,J:l of age (not seen in extant 
eyebrows medical works) ZhenJiu 

Jia yi Jing 3: Zhongguo 

Centers of soles fJongquan i~ ~) 100 zhenJiu xuewei tongjian 

of both feet fJongquan), p. 1617 
ZhenJiu Jia yi Jing 3: 

Centers of both (l,aogong*'§) Zhongguo zhenjiu xuewei 

hands tongjian fJongquan), p. 
463 

® Wrist so painful it (Wrist joints) shouwanjie 7 Old moxibustion point 
is unbearable, cf-)lfr[jp (not seen in extant 
hand numb, 
fengl,ao m.* medical works) 

condition 

@ C ~ & vomit- 2 cun -j- below / 14 

ing, also diarrhea C ~bone 

@ Acute C ~. Heart & spleen, I/ / pain also felt in bone C ~ 
heart, coughing 

@ C ~ C ~ of both 1~7 nipples 

@ Palms of hands 

/ I/ / heated, & four 
limbs cannot be 
raised 

® Case of C ~. ~ I~ '~ cannot swallow 

Note l ._ ~pace limitations restrict citation of relevant extant medical works to ZhenJiu Jia yi Jing by Huangfu 
Mi ~ ffi!Jl[ of the Jin dynasty and Taiping sheng hui fang (Prescriptions Compiled with Imperial Grace during 
the Tai ping Period), compiled by Wang Huaiyin .3::lf ~i and others of the Northern Song. For locations of 
the points in other relevant books, see Wang Deshen .:f.fii* edited, Zhongguo zhenJiu xuewei tongjian 
(Comprehensive Review of Chinese Acupuncture and Moxibustion Points), (Qjngdao ff~' Qjngdao 
Chubanshe ff ~trl!iiffi±, 1994). (This work, however, does not cite XinJi beijiJiuJing.) 

Note 2. Although the name of the guangming point exists in the Huangdi neiJing tai su ~wtkl*~** (The 

Yell ow Emperor's Manual of Corporeal Medicine: Great Innocence) by Yang Shangshan ffl _t ~ of the 
Sui dynasty, 9, 15, on the tracts, being in a different position, it must be a different point with the same 
name. 

Note 3. C ~ indicates lacunae and unclear characters. 
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moxibustion techniques is apparent. That is to say, it duplicates sentences from 

the Zhenjiujiayijingit!ff<.f-flGfi (ABC of Acupuncture and Moxibustion) vol. 12 

by Huangfu Mi ~li~f (215-281) ofthejin ~ dynasty, the Zhou hou beijifang ~t:f& 
1i~1f (Handbook of Medicines for Emergencies) in vol. 8 by Ge Hong l;i# 
(283-363) of the Jin dynasty, the Qianjinyaofangf--{iiJJ!:1f (Invaluable Remedies) 

vol. 30 by Sun Simo flf-,'G',~ (581 -682) of the Tang dynasty, and the Qian Jin yi fang 
T:ili:ji. 1f (Supplementary Invaluable Remedies), vol. 30 by the same author. 

The Xin Ji beiji jiu Jing is one of a number of medical books newly discovered 

at Tunhuang. Other than this work, the following works on moxibustion exist 

among the documents from Dunhuang: two versions of jiu/a tu !ff<. ii Ill 
(Moxibustion Charts) (Stein 6168 & 6262); jiu Jing ming tang !ff<.*~aJl]lt (Moxibustion 

Anatomy) (Stein 5737) ; and Ren shen ri Ji Affi$ B -~ (Taboo Days) (Pelliot 3247), 
noting contraindications for moxibustion. Although the dates when these books 

were written are not recorded, from the script and literary style, they are thought 

to be works of pre-Tang rather than Tang authorship. Probably from the ninth 

century onwards, moxibustion charts showing the body in diagrammatic form 

and describing moxibustion technique, in manuscript and printed form, circu

lated widely within China. 37) It would seem that in ordinary households at that 

time, if not moxa then some material of a similar kind for moxibustion was kept 

handy. 
Mid ninth century Chang'an, where the Xin Ji beiji jiu Jing is thought to have 

been printed, was the center of Chinese medicine at that time. Many specialists 

were concentrated into the medical organisations included in the official sys

tem, while private medical treatment also developed. In the "medicine rows" (yao 

hang ~if streets of pharmacies) of the eastern and western markets, many kinds 

of medical ingredients and compounds from inside and outside China were 

traded.38) In moxibustion too, various schools competed in Chang'an. The capi

tal, Chang' an was the source location from which news of the newest medical 

thought originated. 39) 

Besides, that such copies of printed works should circulate in Dunhuang 

shows that at that time printed items were limited in number and high in price, so 

they were generally difficult to obtain. This must be because the society of the 

late ninth century represents the period of transition from the era of the hand 

written book to the era of the printed book. 40) 

3. The Printing of Instructions to a Daughter on Marriage: "the Cuishi 
furen xun nu wen" printed by "the Li Family of the capital" 

(Pelliot 2633 & 3780; Stein 4129 & 5643) Figures 6 & 7 

The Cuishi furen xun nii wen is an instructional text in the form of an admoni

tion addressed to her weeping daughter in front of the wedding carriage by one 

Madam Cui ~' from the distinguished clan of the time. These texts are not the 
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original printed items, but hand written copies of the printed version. Pelliot 
2633 carries a record of the year when it was copied, the xinsi year. It is conjec
tured that this xinsi year is 921. Besides, at the time of printing in Chang'an, it was 
possibly called Cuishi furen yao nii wen (Madam Cui's Betrothal of her Daughter) 
(with Figure 6 carrying the original title). At the time of copying in Dunhuang, it 
is presumed that, to give it more weight, it was changed to Cuishi furen xun nii wen 
(Madam Cui's Instructions to her Daughter (see Figure 7). 41 ) Here, in accordance 
with the previously common nomenclature, it will be called xun nii wen. 

A section of this text is made up of triplets or couplets of seven syllable 
lines, forming old style regular seven syllable rhyming verse with the rhyme in the 
even numbered lines. (Of the odd numbered lines, the first line and the first line 
of the new rhyme, that is, the ninth line, contain rhymes.) In form resembling the 
easy to understand "seven character lyric form" of colloquial literature, the writ
ten style is accounted vulgar. 42) After the text are appended a four syllable eight 
line laudatory verse entitled Bo Shi/,ang zan El 1;¥: fJ~~ (Praise from Vice-minister Bo 
El), and two seven syllable four line poems. Since at the very end there are the 
words "printed by the Li family of the capital" (Shangdu li jia yin J:Jf~$* l=n) 
(Pelliot 2633; see Figure 6), it is clear that the printing was done in Tang dynasty 
Chang'an. 

The Vice-minister Bo of Bo Shi/,ang zan, cited in these handwritten copies, 
indicates Bo Juyi El,@~ (772-846). Therefore the printed work upon which the 
handwritten copies were based was printed subsequently to Bo Juyi's appoint
ment as vice-minister of the Board of Punishments (xingbu shiwng HIJ g:~f;¥:fJ~) 
(827-29). Assuming this to be the case, it is possible that this "Li$ family" of the 
capital is the same printer as the "Li family" which printed and issued the above
mentioned Xin Ji beiji jiu Jing, thought to be in business at about the same time 
(the mid ninth century). 43) 

A new transcription and tentative translation are given below, drawing upon 
as reference: microfilms held by the Toyo Bunko (principally Pelliot 2633 (Figure 
6) and Stein 4129 (Figure 7) ; the annotations of Zheng Acai, Gao Guofan ~if 
~' Xiang Chu, and Tan Chanxue cited above; and Ito Mieko's annotations and 
translation. 44) The white and black dots beside characters in the original text 
mark the rhyming characters and rhyme changes. 

The fragrant carriage and the horses ornamented with 
jewels compete in their splendor. 
About to part, before the hall, my young daughter 
weeps with sadness. 
I urge you, don't cry, 
Because in three days you will be able to come back 
to greet our family (the bride's home visit three days 
after marriage). 
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Figure 6: Pelliot 2633: Detail of Cuishi furen yao nu wen 

L 
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Figure 7: Stein 4129: Detail of Cuishifuren xun nu wen 
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Let me tell you how from now on you should conduct 

yourself as a wife. 

Follow my words carefully and don't deviate from 

them. 
Whether good things or bad things, turn a blind eye 

to them. 
Don't follow your own inclinations as you did at 

home. 
At home, as a daughter, like that it was always charm

ing, 
But now as preordained you are to be a wife in 

another family. 

If you want to say anything, think before you speak, 

For the first thing is to say little. Don't be talkative. 

If you meet someone on the street, you must put your 

hands together (thecourteous gesture of folding the 

hands together in front of the chest) in greeting, 

And whether they are superiors or inferiors, give way. 

Don't be pushy. 

Don't repeat outside gossip within the family, 

And don't pass household gossip on to outsiders. 

When speaking with your parents-in-law, talk softly, 

And do the same when speaking to your husband's 

younger brothers. 

Get up early and at the main apartment, inquire after 

the health of your parents-in-law, 

And greet the uncles from all the apartments. (Shu ho 

~{B: Zheng gives ho shu {B,r~.) 
Regard your sisters-in-law like birds of a feather, 

And treat all their children, boys and girls, with affec

tion. 
Obey your superiors and be kind to your inferiors, 

treating all with respect. (For mu Hi, Xiang gives shen 

'!'i.) 
Do not be two-faced or show favoritism. (For yong ., 

Xiang gives zeng 'l'i.) 
If your husband comes home drunk, greet him with a 

smile. (For wen ri:1i, Xiang and Ito give xiang fQJ.) 

Help him to bed to rest peacefully. (For qian fir, Gao 

gives yuan ~- For mo PIZ, Xiang gives Ju ijJt For song ~, 

Gao and Ito give ruo :ff.) 
Don't shame him in front of others by nagging him. 

l 
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IR=) ru ma ,r,~ . 

It's better to put on a stern face after he sobers up. 
If you can follow my words, letter by letter, 
You will be sure to grow old together without a care. 
So I leave these instructions with you, 
To be passed on for time immemorial. 

Praise from Vice-minister Bo 
Madam Cui's instructions to her daughter 
Are famous through the ages. 
When looked at in detail, 
They really cover everything. 
Her mode of upbringing 
Seems just what is of service. 
If etiquette is neglected, 
The fault lies with parents. 

APoem 
Graceful and beautiful, she walks alone, a young girl 
like a flower. 
It's no exaggeration to say she has a rosy complexion 
and dark eyebrows. 
Her happy expression is presently replaced by a sad 
expression, 
For she is not yet used to living away from her own 
family in her husband's family. 

Another Poem 
As they leave the high hall (refers to the afore-men
tioned visit by the couple to the wife's family three 
days after the wedding), the sun is setting, 
The high-born budding flower of a young girl wiping 
away her tears with a red kerchief. 
She has returned to the home where she was born, 
but as a guest. 
Now, following her husband, for the first time she 
becomes "family." 
Printed by the Li family of the capital 
One volume from "Madam Cui" 

A multiplicity of "admonitions to women," chiefly advocating submissive-
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ness in women about to be married out of the clan, had already emerged in the 

Latter Han when in the second century, an attitude to women whose premise was 

patrilineal society, and Confucian values permeated Chinese intellectual soci

ety. 45) Into the Wei,Jin and Northern and Southern dynasties ft~1¥J~tf~, with 

the decay of the united empire and the invasion of northern China by non-Han 

peoples, overlaid by the penetration of Buddhism and the like, Confucianism 

decayed of its own accord, but the philosophy of instructions to women was per

petuated as a moral code of the aristocratic society of Han Chinese deriving 

from the Latter Han. 

With the reunification of China under the Sui and Tang, Confucianism, 

which legitimated the correspondence between the concept of dynastic rule and 

the order of commoner society, was revived. All kinds of typical instructional 

texts for women, like Zheng ~'s Nii Xiao Jing 1;(.'lf.J§i. (Female Classic of Filial 

Piety) and Song Ruozhao 5K;58B's Nii Lunyu 1J:.!ii-B- (Analects for Women) were 

adopted as teaching materials in private study, and would seem to have had a 

wide circulation. 46) In particular, from the end of the eighth century, when the 

An-Shi Rebellion ':tc§!:.O)jL (755-63) opportunely reduced the area under dynas

tic control, and international friction increased, to the late Tang period in the 

ninth century, the revival of Confucianism was brought about by officials who 

had newly gained power by means of the examination system, based on moral 

duty theory. This development formed the nucleus of the later Neo-Confucian 

movement of the Song dynasty. This was the period when the Confucian values 

perpetuated since the Latter Han in aristocratic households began to permeate 

widely through intellectual society. 

The printing of Cuishi furen xun nii wen in the dynastic capital of Chang'an 

came in the midst of this trend toward the revival of Confucianism. From the cir

culation of this printed item, a further speeding up in the penetration of 

Confucian values may be concluded. Along with the relationship with the hus

band, the content emphasises the relationship with the family members of the 

family into which the woman marries, that is, the parents in law, the husband's 

brothers and their wives and children. The freedom and heterogeneous 

Confucian values of women in the Early and Flourishing Tang periods glimpsed 

from the pottery funerary figures of horsewomen and the like expire with this 

text copy. Moreover, this text copy affords an insight into the marriage customs 

between households of the aristocracy in Chang'an. 

II. Commerce in Chang'an and the Eastern Market Printing Industry 

If the above-mentioned single printed item from Chang'an's eastern market 

( the annotated almanac) and the two hand written copies of printed items ( the 

book on moxibustion and the instructions to a daughter) are to be placed in the 

general context of the printing industry of the late Tang and its special charac-
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teristics are to be investigated, the result is as suggested below. 

1. Types of Printed Items, Where They Were Printed, and Their Areas of 
Circulation (See Table 3: Review of Tang Dynasty Printed Items) 

The types of printed items (including both extant printed items and those 
docmented in historical sources), arranged in quantitative order, are: works relat
ing to Buddhism ( 11 examples: 5 Dharani sutras+3 on Vajra teachings+2 others); 
calendars and almanacs (5 examples); dictionaries (4 examples); a moxibustion 
classic ( 1 example); a text of instructions to a daughter ( 1 example); a Daoist tale 
(1 example).47 ) These statistics directly display the penetration in the ninth cen
tury of esoteric Buddhism and Vajra teachings and the popularity of privately 
produced calendars. 

As may be inferred from Table 3 and Song dynasty examples of printed 
items, the transformations in printed items would seem to have gone from stamp 
form (Buddha chops, Buddha rubbings) to woodblock print pictures (Buddhist 
religious prints), and the emergence of printed items in the form of print pictures 
with text added (a printed Buddhist prayer or calendar). Then came the genesis 
of the book form dictionary or classical book with text alone, expanding to the 
popularity of family published and privately printed works. Printing in the ninth 
century is the first rung on the ladder to the golden age of printing, when by the 
eleventh and twelfth centuries, there was large-scale printing of classics and of 
family published and privately printed books. 

According to Table 3, among the extant items printed in Chang'an's eastern 
market in the Tang dynasty, none relate to Buddhism. It would seem, however, 
that, given the popularity of Buddhism at the time, that from the beginning to the 
end of the Tang dynasty, Chang'an would consistently maintain the status of 
being the greatest center of Chinese Buddhist culture. Supposing this to be so, in 
the print works of the eastern market, likewise, printing connected with 
Buddhism would have been bound to have been carried out. From the tombs on 
the outskirts of Chang'an, up until now, there have been excavated three Dharani 
sutra mantras. Namely, in 1967, in Fengxi in the western suburbs of Xi'an [If~, 
one Dharani sutra mantra in Sanskrit (Table 3, #16) was excavated from a Tang 
tomb, while in 1974 and 1975, two Dharani sutra mantras (one in Sanskrit and 
one in Chinese) were excavated in the western suburbs of Xi'an (Table 3, #15).48) 

While these printed items did not record the names of their printers, naturally it 
would appear, from the location of their discovery, that they were the products of 
Chang'an printers.49) 

The printing locations seen in Table 3, (excluding Silla fJrmand Heijokyo 2¥
:fl&J}(), comprise: Xichuan [If JII and Dongchuan J!UI I circuits in Jiannan i1Jl¥J, 
including Chengdu ffltt~ (6 examples and one presumed example); Chang'an (3 
examples and 3 presumed examples) ; Luoyang t4:HJ ( 1 presumed example); the 
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Table 3: Review of Tang Dynasty Printed Items 

Date of Extant Printed Historical (a) Printer Place Where Place Where Source Work 

Printing Item Source (b)Print Printed Excavated/Held 
Technology 

1 705-751 Vimala (b) Woodblock Silla i¥'Jrff-i(pre- Sakyamuni Yi Hongshik $~1-fil!, 

(following Nirbhasa Sutra printed scroll sumed) Pagoda, Pulguk- "Keishu Bukkokuji 

translation into ~¼i$-:rt1Jt sa temple 1iJ!lll Shakato Hakken no 

Chinese of ff.ifi~Jf ~, Kyongju ~ Mukujoko 

Dharani sutra 1'1-1, S. Korea Daidaranikyo ~1+11iJ!l 
~tff.ifpJf: time (discovered ll~f\JJ!m:!$~-4:JiO)~ 
of setting up 1965) ¼i$-Jtj;Jtff.i'1~.*¥," 
Sakyamuni Chosen Gakuho fJ:]ft.).f 
pagoda) **· 49, 1968. 

2 770 (under Vimala (a) Donation of Heijokyo ,.P: Horyuji temple Nihon Insatsu Gakkai 

Empress Nirbhasa Sutra Empress ~* i:t~i~ & B*1=njjl1J*-@" 
Shotoku fjlj'.ff (Various types Shotoku elsewhere (Western Section) 

::R~ of Japan, extant, eg., b) not clear if H yakuman Daroni 

Hoki'Jlt@. 1) width 4.8 cm/ wood block or Kenkyuhan S /iii; ~tff.i 
length 49.2 copper plate fE:.liFf1i:JiJl edited, 

cm) Hyakuman Daroni no 
kenkyu s/;ii;~tijife.O) 
liFf1i:, Yagi Shoten J\ 
*•rn, 1986 

3 835 (Taihe 'A printed (a) private Jiannan Jiu Tang shu Ji Jl!f. 
f□ 9, 12th calendars 1=n printer Liangquan dao 1 7B, Annals of 
month) M-1!'/t~- (b) wood block il!IJJ¥iffiJl lil! Wenzong )(ff; Cefu 

Huainan dao yuan gui -JlJI- )#jct@, 
il1¥iil1 160, Diwangbu 1fi' .=E 

il'~, Gebi 1'~ Quan 
Tang wen ~}l§')( 624, 
Feng Su i.~@,Jin 
banyin shixianshu zou 

~1v11=na'if~•* 

4 before 847 Long san shi Huiyun liishi shu mulu 

(before shiba hui ~1= :!.~~~iii-§ j)lf 
Huiyun :f.~) tt+ A wr 1 

5 847-49 (during Liu Hong zhuan (a) He Gangao Jurisdiction of Yun xi you yi ~ilhl 
He Gangao *t im-1t 1000 *Ff,$, gover- governor of lli B 
"f~'s block print nor of Jiangxi Jiangxi 
governorship of copies 

Jiangxi iI°rzB) 

6 before 861 Xin Ji heiji jiu (a) Li family$ Li family of Dunhuang Pelliot 2675 (see 

(before year jing(hand * (private Eastern !Hi Figures 4 & 5) 

when hand copy of printer) Market, 

copied) printed item) Chang'an :&'Zi:-

**** 
7 Before (a) Tangyun }l§' Xichuan Will Zongrui, Xin shu xie 

865 (before fit I, 5 
qing lai fa men deng 

Zongrui ff;'f_R (b) Yupian 
mulu i¥'Jr-~gjif 31(/:tF~ 

left China :'EFmi I, 30 
~§it, Taisho zokyo 
::k.il:i."Ml, 55, P. 1111. 

8 868 (Xiantong Diamond (a)Wangjie Dunhuang Sein P.2 (Giles 8083) 

JiiJGIBi9) Sutra 1fi:pn)IJ .=Effr (deposited 

~lt:ti'i&:ff-i'&'*l with printer) 
(width 30.5cm: 
length 488 cm) 
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9 873-79 (during 800 reprinted Luoyang Sikong Tu, Sikong 
SikongTu P] copies of (presumed) Biaosheng wen Ji P] ~ 
~ll!'s l st visit Riguangjiu shu £z~X~ 9, "Wei 
to Luoyang ft El Jtlift Dongdujingaisi jiang 
iw) (Date of Ju seng Huijui huamu 

original diaoke Iii shu ~*'If~ 
printing ~~'i'Hf/Hf:11 :!:lit 
unclear) 1t~/lJlt1Jffft" 

10 877 (Qianfu~Z: Almanac for (a) Private Dunhuang Stein P.6 (Giles 8099) 
zq: 4) dingyou yearT printing (see Figure 2) 

@El rg (presumed) 
(b) one sheet 
print 

11 881-85 (when Tang edition (a) Private Jiangnan dong Tangyulin ~~'l:f~ 7, 
Xizong1i:if: ~* printing daoiI1¥f*~ Buyi rill il! 
was in Shu) 

12 882 (Zhonghe Fan Shang (a) Fan Shang Chengdu fix.'lf~ Dunhuang Stein P.10 (Giles 
9'1t□ 2) family almanac family ~:lt* (Fan Shang 8100) 

~•*Jg (private family of 
printer) Chengdu, 
(b) one sheet Xichuan, 
printing Jiannan fj!IJ1¥f) 

13 883 (Zhonghe Works on yin ymg (a) private Chengdu Airizhai congchao ~ El 
3) ~~. assorted printer fix.'lf~ ;zilf:l\Uj; 1, preface to 

opinions, (presumed) "Liushijiaxun t#P~ 
interpreting *llill" 
dreams, siting 
houses, the Nine 
Heavenly 
Mansions, the 
Five Apocrypha, 
dictionaries, and 
minor learning 
(probably all 
block printed) 

14 902 (Tianfu X Diamond (a) Guo family Guo family~ Dunhuang Stein 5695 (Other 
~/,'; 2) Sutra (hand ~*(private * of hand written copies of 

copy of printer) Xichuan the Diamond Sutra 
printed item) "authentically printed 

by the Guo family of 
Xiquan" are Stein 
5444, 5451, 5534, 
5544, 5669, 6726; 
Pelliot 2876, 3398, 
3493. The dates when 
they were copied con' 
tinue on into Latter Jin 
of the Five Dynasties) 

15 Early or 2 Dharani Chang'an Tang tomb in Bao Quan 1:li!; ~, 
Flourishing sutra mantras (presumed) Xi'an W'tc~ "Shijie zui zaodi 
Tang PR: Sanskrit, £(burial yinshuapin: tl±Wlll.!'p 
(presumed) Early Tang; date unclear; B9 f:D-ffilJ rib Xi'an Tang 

Chinese, discovered 19 7 4 mu chutu yinben 
Flourishing -5) Tuoluoni jing zhou W 
Tang 

'tc~£tl:lHD:;$:~t 
~fi~J~PR," Zhongguo 
kaoguxue yanjiu lunji 9'1 
~:'lfi5~liff'o/E~i~: 1: 

Jinio,n Xia, Nai xio,nsheng 
kaogu wushi zhou nio,n 
-*C::fl"-~ lm7t~:'1g"i5 
"Ji -t J!J f!"., Xi'anW'tc, 
San Qin Chubanshe 
=~tl:lM/iffi±, 1987 
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16 Flourishing Dharani sutra (b) One sheet Chang'an (pre- Tang tomb, An Jiayao 'ti:-15Ut& 

Tang mantras printing sumed) Fengxi i'l'W, Feng Xiaotangi.~~£, 

(presumed) (Sanskrit) Xi'an jJ!J'ti;- (bur- "Xi'an Fengxi chutudi 

(width ial date unclear; Tangyinben Fanwen 

28.1 -28.3; discovered Tuoluoni jing zhou W 
length 1967) 'tc/lj7g/:l:l±i'!Sl~ffn,j.s:: 
32.3-32.7 cm) 1txWUilE 

t~PH, (A Tang printed 
Dharani sutra mantra 
excavated at F engxi ii 
jJIJ, Xi'anjJIJ'ti:-)," Kaogu 
1;~ 1998/5 

17 End of Tang Dharani sutra (a) Bian family Chengdu (Bian Tang tomb, Feng Hanji i.~i~Ult, 
dynasty mantra -t* (private family of Chengdu ''.Ji Tang yinben 

(presumed) printer) Longchi ward (burial date Tuoluoni jing zhoudi 
/r~/t!i,J:Jj-t*, unclear, discov- faxian tcfi§'~n,j.(~tm 
Chengdu) ered 1944) JEt~PRss ~t:i=JI., 

(Excavation report on 
a Tang printed 
Dharani sutra 
mantra)," Wenwu 
cankao ziliao X!l&J'~ 
~J!i.'-1- 1957/5 

18 End of Tang Diao family major Diao major Diao Dunhuang Stein P.12 (Giles 

dynasty almanac ":;;J* family :k":;;J* family of 8101) (see Figure 1) 

(presumed) ~naw (private Eastern 

(width 1 7 cm; printer) Market*m 

length 7 cm) :k":;;J*, 
Chang'an 

19 End of Tang Cuishi furen xun Li family Li family of Dunhuang Pelliot 2633, 3780; 

dynasty nii wen (hand (private Chang'an :&'ti:- Stein 4129, 5643 (see 

(presumed) written copy of printer) ** Figures 6 & 7) 

printed item) 

20 Tang dynasty Miu bu qian qie Pelliot 2014, 2015, 

yun printed in 4747, 5531 

Great Tang 
:kfi§'f1J~1mx 
v.JiJ 

21 Tang dynasty Diamond Xichuan Dunhuang Pelliot 2094; Stein 

(presumed) Sutra (hand 5450 

written copy of 
printed item) 

Note 1. While this table represents a summary of items printed in the Tang dynasty, the 

oldest extant printed items include items printed in Korea andjapan, (#1 & #2). 

Note 2. In the course of compiling this table, the "To Godai chain nenpyo g · n 1tmJU=D 
~ £z (Table of block prints of the Tang and Five dynasties)," included in Ishida 

Yoshimitsu -0EB~:1/t's "To Godai no choin g · n{i;O)/IJt~D (Block prints of the Tang 

and Five dynasties)," Shukan Toyo gaku ~HIJ *?$~ 10, 1963) was included. Please refer to 

the studies cited in that work. 
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middle reaches of the Yangzi River tirrI (2 examples); and the lower reaches of 
the Yangzi River (1 example). They are regions where the commercial economy 
was developed. As it would seem that printed items from Chengdu or Xiquan cir
cuit inJiannan and from Chang'an circulated as far as Dunhuang, it may be con
cluded that in the ninth century, the products of private print works in Chengdu 
and Chang'an had a market throughout China. The privately produced 
almanacs, household medical books (books on moxibustion), and instructions to 
daughters and the like printed in Chang'an were printed items aimed at ordinary 
households. This fact shows the metropolitan culture of Chang'an seen in the 
compilation of calendars, medical techniques, or marriage customs reaching dis~ 
tant regions, beginning with Dunhuang. 

2. The Reasons for Printers Carrying on Their Trade 
in the Eastern Market of Chang'an 

At the end of the Tang dynasty, the eastern market was located in Chang'an 
city at the heart of the district where a concentration of the upper class resided. It 
was a major collection and distribution center for the goods of the entire Chinese 
market. This then was the backdrop for the establishment of the eastern market 
printing industry. The eastern market and the districts in its environs were the 
meeting ground for merchants from widely separated regions throughout China. 
In addition, every year, from the tenth to the twelfth months, it was also the 
place visited by candidates coming up to the capital for the doctoral and civil ser
vice selection examinations resident in the provinces and their servants, over 
ten thousand persons in all. The capital liaison offices (jinzouyuan ~*~iE), the 
metropolitan branch offices of all the regional military commissioners, were also 
concentrated in this district. The capital liaison offices were not simply organs for 
the collection of information, but combined functions of the finance industry. It 
may be said that the information sheets about central government political circles 
sent to the generals in all the regional military commissions represent the begin
ning of newspapers in China. SO) 

In short, the eastern market and the districts in its environs constituted the 
information center not just of the city of Chang'an, but of the whole of China. In 
this environment, it seems, the Li and Diao family printers of the eastern market 
were able to accumulate and print the latest information on calendars and 
almanacs, and medical books, and trade their products throughout China. 

Concluding Remarks 

The rise in recent years of research into publishing culture has given the 
same depth of consideration to the topics, neglected in earlier studies of the his
tory of printing, of printers, circulation routes, classes of readers, reading behav-
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iors, and the significance of spaces devoted to reading. Thus methods for com

prehensively analysing the cultural role performed by printing within society 

have come to be opened up.51 ) This article aims at setting out the contents and 

characteristics of items printed in a market of Tang dynasty Chang'an and inves

tigating the role played by the printing industry of Chang'an, as well as examin

ing the degree to which the printing culture of that time played a role in society. 

On this point, however, the analysis in this article is extremely tentative. 

In general, printed artifacts, by creating information shared in common, 

introduced commonly shared values to people in general. On this point, it may 

be possible to say in brief that the circulation in the latter half of the Tang dynasty 

of all kinds of printed items, beginning with the printed items from the eastern 

market, set in motion the unification of China into one cultural sphere. The 

printed artifacts of the latter half of the Tang dynasty were rarely printed in book 

form, and print runs and their market seem to have been limited. As a result, care 

must be taken not to over-value the cultural influence of the printing industry in 

the latter half of the Tang. The fact that the prototype of the printing industry 

which rapidly developed with the coming of the Song dynasty is already seen in 

the cities of the latter half of the Tang, beginning with the capital, Chang'an, 

clearly cannot be overlooked when considering the history of printing in China. 

The reason why, in the calendar annotations and the book on moxibustion, 

there are various taboos and prohibited items, would seem to be that the holding 

in common of taboos and prohibitions was an effective means to bind people 

together in fellowship. Thus, it surely may be said that, while the persuasive 

power in the content of the taboos and rules was certainly important, over and 

above that, the very existence of taboos and rules carried the significance of 

forging connections between people. It may be concluded that the circulation of 

printed items, making common property of the taboos and rules previously gen..: 

erated by word of mouth, in one action spread them by region and by class. It 

thus created a wide-scale group consciousness of commonly held taboos and 

rules, contributing to the formation of a common cultural sphere. 

The importance of the printing industry to the formation of modern Europe 

is widely recognized. In recent years, there has been discussion of the important 

role, at the time of the Reformation, played by the circulation of printing of 

Bibles translated into vernacular languages, such as German and French. The dif

fusion of printing through vernacular languages of various regions, broke the 

monopoly on information of the classical language of Latin, stimulating the social 

integrity of each region and establishing the basis for the formation of the nation 

state.52) 

In the case of East Asia, in a development comparable with the transforma

tion in status of Latin in Europe, there was what may be called a relative diminu

tion in circulation of the previously universal language, classical Chinese. That is 

to say, after the eighth century, pioneered by the Turkish script, regions on the 
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periphery of China began to use their own scripts. From the twelfth century, stim
ulated by the development of the printing industry in China, printed artifacts in 
the Xixia EE~, Uighur @m:,Jurchen -fz:i}[(, Tibetan n±i:, andjapanese languages 
appeared in succession, symbolizing the cultural integrity of each region. 

In China, as seen from the privately produced calendars, book on moxibus
tion and instructions to a daughter treated here, it may be understood that a lit
erary style of simple Chinese characters, removed from the classical language, or 
colloquial style, in part using vernacular language, came to penetrate society 
with the spread of printing. While it is dear that the printing industry in all parts 
of China nourished independent regional printing cultures, in China, up until 
recent times, there was no diffusion of printing in the form of independent 
regional vernaculars based on phonetic script. To the end, the Chinese script 
largely made up of ideographical elements, maintained its status as a common 
script, promoting simplification. 

Thus, in China, as the development of the printing industry promoted the 
simplification of the classical language, the integration of society was stimulated 
as the common ownership of information by everyone was made easier. On the 
other hand, on the periphery of China, with the appearance of printing in various 
non-phonetic languages of an ideographical nature (with Xixia language using a 
phonetic script), in all regions of East Asia, printing cultures of their various 
national languages took root. In China, from the Tang to the Song dynasties, in 
response to the development of the printing industry, the simplification of the 
Chinese language was promoted, while on the periphery of China, independent 
scripts were devised in the various regions. Thus it may be concluded that the 
genesis of printing in various languages and the development of social integration 
in the various regions of East Asia were parallel phenomena. This topic, however, 
needless to say, is beyond the scope of the argument in this article, and requires 
an accumulation of relatively thoughtful discussion. 

Notes 

1) For research on the history of Chinese printing published up until the early 1980s, 
the Bibliography included on pp. 384-450 of Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation 
in China, Volume V.· 1 Paper and Printing (by Tsien Tsuen-Hsuin iftHJII), (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1985) is convenient to use. More recently, PanJixing i-1 
'5 £, Zhongguo kexue jishu shi: Zaozhi yu yinshua Juan i:p ffl*31-~ttvfg §!:~*l:WiH=DilJ ~ (The 
History of Chinese Science and Technology: Volume on Papermaking and Printing) 
(Beijing ~t:J?:: Kexue Chubanshe *31-~lBMiffr±, 1998) includes works on the history of 
printing in China up to 1997. 

2) Regarding the time of the first printing, while theories vary, in general it is thought to 
have been practiced already in the seventh century, in the early Tang period and to 
have spread in the ninth century, in the mid and late Tang. The oldest extant printed 
item discovered in the Pulguk-sa temple 1~1l~in Kyongju ~1-i'lin South Korea ffffl 
(a dharani mantra scroll) is thought to have been printed between the years 705 and 
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7 51 (see Table 3, #1 ). A recent detailed publication on the origin of printing, Cao 
Zhi's Zhongguo yinshuashudi qiyuan ffz, $ilfD,ffiijfffg139~il (The Sources of the Printing 
Craft in China) (Wuchang iti!§, Wuhan University Press it?~::k*l±l/ijiffi±, 1994), 
comprehensively analysing the questions of society's need for printing, its material 
basis in paper and so on, and the formation of printing techniques, demonstrates that 
printing began at the beginning of the Tang dynasty. For the debate regarding the 
era when the printing industry began in China, see the articles included in the 
Shanghai Xinsijun lishi yanjiuhui J:.ilJJr12]]1[~9:.tiHJt1irYinshua yinchao fenhui fD,ffilJfD 
~%1ired., Diaobanyinshua yuanliu: Zhongguo yinshua shiliao xuanji zhi yi mJ)ijifDiiJ?iiJTE$ 
ii fD,ffilJ 9:.5f4JUJlZ- (The Origins of Wood Block Printing: Selected Historical 
Sources on Printing in China) (Yinshua Gongye Chubanshe fD,ffilJI~/±l)ijiffi±, 1990). 
See also Su Bai ZN El, "Tang Wudai shichi diaobanyinshua shougongyedi fazhan 18 :Ii 
f-tB='\~dtJJ mJ)ijifD,ffilJ-=f-I~B9jU_~ (The Development of the Craft Industry of Wood 
Block Printing in the Tang and Five Dynasties Periods)," Wen-wu )t!jm 1981:5. 

3) For articles by Chen Zuolong ~tffl'l=fffon printing in Chang'an, see his "Guanyu 
Dunhuang gu chao Li Tang Cuishi furen xun nil wen ~ffl1JHiiiii"~J;$~ 1,l:.B;;:;KA~Jll 
-t()tj (Regarding the ancient copy of the Tang work Madam Cui's Instructions to her 
Daughter) "(in Chen Zuolong, Dunhuang xuehai tan zhu j;di*iij~~' vol. 1, Taibei § 
~t, Commercial Press of Taiwan §i.iffit1§fDil=ig, 1979, originally published in 
Dongfang zazhi ]Rn~U.t, Second Series, 9/2, 1975); and his "Guanyu woguo shixing 
diaoban yinshupindi lao wenti ~ffl1J~ftiltsfimJ)ijifDilJuis9 1~J F1=19:ll!! (Regarding the 
question of 'age' of the earliest printed items in China) " (in Chen Zuolong, Dunhuang 
jiance dingcun jfiii~~sIH, Taibei, Commercial Press of Taiwan, 1983, originally 
published in Min zhu chao .a:;IifB 23/6, 1973). 

4) Su Bai, "Sui Tang Chang'ancheng he Luoyangcheng ~~:&'tc~lDiMJ~ (The Sui 
and Tang cities of Chang'an and Luoyang)," Kaogu ~it 1978/6), p. 417. 

5) Weng Tongwen ~!PJ)t, "Shijieshi shang zuizaodi zhong wan Tang jian Chang'an 
chuban shang -tltW-9:.J:.:ii!\!B9$Bt~ lhi:rf'tcl±l~&iffi (The world's earliest printing busi
ness in mid to late Tang Chang'an)," (in Tangdai yanjiu lunji ~f-ttiHJtffiia~, fourth 
compilation, Taibei, Guoli bianyiguan il.ll.ir,lffii~ag, 1992, originally published in 
Zhongguo wenzi $il3t* New Series 111, Special issue in memory of Yan Yiping ftt
~Jt~illi:-tlt~iJ::*2.~~HIJ, 1987). 

6) Seo Tatsuhiko !$~~ ~, "Todai Choan no sakariba 18{-t:rf'tcO) ~ ~ :I:~ (J:.) (The 
busiest quarters of Tang dynasty Chang'an, Part I)" (Shiryu 9:.iJTE 27, 1986), p. 42, and 
"Todai Choan no tempo ritchi to gaisei no chifudan /8{-t:rf'tcO)Jlfim.ll.±-t!?. c 1frp'.gO)Jj:g 
~- (The location of shops and the success story of a merchant in the West Market in 
Tang Chang'an) (in Nunome Chofu hakase koki kinen ronshu: Higashi Ajiya no ho to shakai 
:;fir§ ifBilil ti±itli!c~alfu~ }f[ r 1/ 7 O)yt U±1ir, Tokyo }f[J?-, Kyuko Shoin i-&itil= 
llff, 1990, p. 120). 

7) Lu Shen f}i*, "Shanxi diaoban yuanliu kao ~]!gmJ)ijifjiJiE~ (A study of the origins of 
Shaanxi wood block printing)," (Renwen zazhi A3t$fUt 1985/4), and "Shanxi dui 
Zhongguo gudai chuban shiyedi gongxian ~p'.gff$ ilitf-t/±l)iji$~139i\tll:k (The con
tribution of Shaanxi to China's ancient printing industry)", (Shanxi shifan daxue xuebao 
(Zhexue shehuikexue ban) l~p:ggjjji~***fliJ ~*m±1iifi-*)iji 22/1, 1993). 

8) Shu Xue ~t*, "Dunhuang hanwen yishuzhong diaobanyinshua ziliao zongxu jf 
iii~)t;Jli5=$mJ)ijifDilJlH4r*#& (Collected block printed materials from the Dunhuang 
legacy of Chinese documents)," (Zhongguo Dunhuang Tulufan xuehui Yuyan 
wenxue fenhui edited $ iljiJlo±f}!i*1ii-iB-BX*%1iiri ,., Dunhuang yuyan 
wenxue yanjiu jj:•J:UB-BX*tiHJt, Beijing, Beijing University Press ~t:ff-::k*l±l)ijiffi±, 
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1988). 
9) Zhang Xiumin ~*R, Zhongguo yinshua shi J:Pffl!:DilJ§I:. (The history of printing in 

China), (Shanghai _Ul, Shanghai Renmin Chubanshe J:.rlARtBJl1iffi±, 1989), 
pp. 24-25. 

10) Lin Congming **lf!MJ:J, Dunhuangxue daolun congkan yi: Dunhuang wenshuxue fjcJ:iJ¥$[ifo 
JHIJ--f.Hi::st•J¥ (Miscellany of guides to Dunhuang studies 1: Dunhuang literary 
studies), (Taibei, Xin Wen Feng Chuban $Jr3tfltBJlft, 1991), pp. 31-50. 

11) Luo Shubao mWli edited, Zhongguo gudai yinshua shi i:p ffl~1t !:DilJ 51:. (The history of 
printing in ancient China), (Beijing, Yinshua Gongye Chubanshe, 1993),p. 96. 

12) Yan Wenru and Yan Wanjun i~3t11/~;i;&~, Liangjing chengfang kaohu ffiJ?:~:ljj~tm 
(Supplementary studies on the wards of the two capitals), (Zhengzhou i!Sfl-1, Henan 
Renmin Chubanshe illJ1¥IARtBJlim±, 1992), p. 418. 

13) Zhao Jianxiong tlif@ffi, "Dunhuang xieben Xin Ji hei Ji jiu Jing chu tan fitUi*fJr#e 
1im~ ~JUJJ~ (Preliminary investigation of the Dunhuang draft of Xin Ji hei Ji jiu 
Jing)," Zhongguo zhenjiu J:Pfflit~ 1986/1. 

14) See also MaJixing -~*'"' "Dunhuang chutudi gu zhenjiutu fititB±B9~it~lill 
(Ancient charts for acupuncture and moxibustion unearthed at Dunhuang)," 
Zhongguo zhenjiu 1985/5. 

15) There is also a simple analysis of Cuishi xun nii wen in Zheng Acai i!S~iiJM, "Dunhuang 
wenxianzhongdi guanggao wenxue fiti3t.ilxJ:PB9/JH!r3tJ¥ (Publicity literature among 
the Dunhuang documents)," (in Shan niao xia ting shi, Yan hua luo jiuzhong: Tangdai 
wenxue luncong ili,~ -ni~, Ji:TE~iffiJ:P-~1t3tJ¥idi:, Guoli Zhongzheng daxue 
Zhongguo wenxuexi ffl.ll.J:PiLkJ¥J:Pffl3tJ¥*, 1998), pp. 659-661. 

16) Xiang Chu ~~, Dunhuang shige daolun fiti i=Hfx$fifo ( Guide to Poetry and Lyrics from 
Dunhuang), (Taibei, Xin Wenfeng Chuban $Jr3t!l.tBJli, 1993), pp. 201-203. 

17) Tan Chanxue ~.t!I!,~, Dunhuang hunyin wenhua fitU~~gi 3t 1t (Dunhuang Marriage 
Culture), (Lanzhou Mfl'I, Gansu Renmin Chubanshe i:tmii ARtBJliffi±, 1993), 
pp. 18-21. 

18) Of almanacs among the Dunhuang documents, almost all are transcribed in Deng 
Wenkuan !fil3t'jf Dunhuang tianwen lifa wenxianjijiao t1cti7(JC~i!3tJIUiUX:' (Compila
tion of Documents on Astronomy and Calendar Lore from Dunhuang), (Nanjing l¥J 
J?:, NanjingJiangsu Guji Chubanshe 1¥IJ?:¥Iii~ii tBJliffi±, 1996), but the "big print 
from the major Diao family of the metropolitan eastern market J:.l~*m:::k-:;;J~t:k!:W' 
is not included. Besides, for the "annotated almanac of the dingyou year (877) TW~ 
( ~z:ff[9~ < A-t-t >) JU.:t~B," while the upper part with the calendar is included 
(ibid., pp. 198-231 being a transcription with interpretation and notes), the annota
tions to the calendar in the lower section are not transcribed. 

19) Giles' bibliography No. 8101 (L. Giles, Descriptive Catalogue of the Chinese Manuscripts 
from Tunhuang in the British Museum, London, 1967, p. 280) gives it as "Fragment of a 
calendar (lower left-hand comer) probably printed in the 9th cent. At and: Shang du 
dongshi da Dao (sic) jia da yin J:.l~*m:::kJH~:::k!:D 'Large print of the Great Sword 
family in the East Market of Shang-tu [i.e. Ch'ang-an].' 17x7 cm. P.12." Photographs 
of the three printed calenders are included in Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, 
Institute of Historical Research i:p ffl ffr± 1it n J¥ ll1E JH: 51:. 1itfJE Pfr, edited, Ying cang 
Dunhuang wenxian (Hanwen Fojiao yiwai bufen) ~iUiti3tJlx (i~3t1~UJcJ:JJ'l-~~15J') 
(Dunhuang Documents Held in Britain (Section of Materials in Chinese Other Than 
Buddhist Works) vol. 14, (Chengdu f.Jx:l~, Sichuan Renmin Chubanshe [9]11 ARtBJli 
m±, 1995). 

20) In general, as regards the designation of# 1 as "da Diao family :::k-:;;J *" of the eastern 
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market, it is thought that the character da was attached to the individual printer's 
name, like #3, the "Fan Shang family ~'.it*" of Chengdu and the "Li family**" of 
the eastern market who printed the Xin Ji beiji jiu Jing $Jr~1im ~ JH! and the "Li fam
ily" of Chang'an who printed Cuishi xun nu wen. It has, however, also been explained 
as a general designation, " the printer of the large and well-established firm of the 
major Diao family -J;:. ?I*·" For. the latter explanation, see She Xue, "Dunhuang 
hanwen yishuzhong diaoban yinshua ziliao zongxu," p. 289. 

21) Fujieda Akira iii U~, "Tonko rekijitsufu fjcJ:lM B ~f (A record of almanacs from 
Dunhuang)," Tohogakuho Jl:Cn*lli (Kyoto ~t~) 45, 1973, p. 395: Yan Dunjie iUi1l 
"Ba Dunhuang Tang Qianfu sinian lishu filJi:f;di)gf~z:;T~12]~M:;= (Colophon to the 
almanac from Dunhuang dated fourth year of Qianfu under the Tang)," Zhongguo 
gudai tianwen wenwu lunji i:p~1i"1tx5t5t~?Vaffii~, Wenwu Chubanshe 5t~mtl:Hliffr±, 
1989. 

22) Fujieda Akira iii{!~, "Tonko rekijitsufu fiilM mt," p. 395. 
23) Indicating that Tianzei xM represents an inauspicious direction and inauspicuous 

day, the imperial compilation of the fourth year of the Qianlong period of the Qing 
dynasty rr!r · ~zJi:IIY~$~fl (1739), Xie ji bian fang shu tib*-2Jl$n:;: 6, Yili m-fJU 4, 
Tianzei ( quoted in Li Ling *~edited, Siguo fangshu gaiguan 12] ~ n ffg tl ft (An 
Introduction to Divination Skills from Throughout China), Beijing, Renmin 
Zhongguo Chubanshe AR: i:j:t ~ tl:l AA:ffr±, 1993, p. 235) gives: "The Shen shu Jing 
(Classic of Sacred Cardinal Points) states that Tianzei is a robber spirit on the Moon. 
His day is to be avoided for travelling long distances ffr$1'1!U!B, xM*, JJ i:j:t§:ffr$-tl1. 
XB,°85ifi." Furthermore, this is to be understood from Xie Ji bianfang shu t1U2.~$n 
:;=10, Yiji 1L8, Tianzei (Siguofangshugaiguan IIY~nffgtlll, p. 348), which states: "It is 
counterindicated for staging happy events, for repairing storehouses, opening store
houses, or disposing of goods and assets ,81T¥, :il:1f, 11~~)!![, lffl~}!![, tl:lit M. The sig
nificance of Tianmen xr~, Tianyang x~I, Tianyin x~and so on is unclear, but like 
Tianzei , they seem to indicate lucky or unlucky directions. 

24) The differences between # 1, the "almanac in big print from the major Diao family of 
the metropolitan eastern market __tfP!fm-J;:.?J **~DM B" and #2, the "annotated 
almanac of the dingyou year" comprise: 2. (i) differences in arrangement of the cal
endar annotations; (ii) differences in content of descriptions; and (iii) whether or not 
the location of printing and the printer is recorded. Therein, in terms of (ii), differ
ences in content of descriptions, over the question of the harvest of the five grains 
when the wind blows from the Wood Gate *r~, they differ in that #1 gives "suc
cessful" and #2 "unsuccessful." There is also the question of the sequence of noting 
the positions. The sequence of the bagua J\½Hn # 1 is tian x, shui 7](, gu *• (because 
of the damage the sequence is unclear) mu*• huo 'X,feng JE., shi E,jin :i:,, while in 
#2 it is tian, shui, gui, mu,feng, huo, shi,jin. 

25) For divination from winds in ancient China, see Sakadejoshin ~tl:liiif.1$, "Kaze no 
kannen to kaze uranai: Chugoku kodai no gijikagaku )E,O)ft~ c)E.r:!iv)-i:p~1i"1t0) 
~1.IJJ-t* (The concept of wind and prognostication from winds: An ancient Chinese 
pseudo-science)," (in Chugoku kodai no senpo i:j=t~1i"1-t0) r:!irt, Tokyo ])F[~, Kenbun 
Shuppan liff5ttl:IAA:, 1991, originally published in 1986), and Zhang Han *i:l, "Feng 
lun JE.affii (On wind)," (in Yixue qimen ti ~*~r~~, Harbin nfffiil, Beifang Wenyi 
Chubanshe ~t:n5t~tl:IAA:ffr±, 1993). Although no diagram resembling that bagua direc
tional diagram in #1, the "almanac in big print from the major Diao family of the 
metropolitan eastern market" has yet appeared in other historical materials, Kaiyuan 
zhan Jing lffljc r:!i*! (Classic of Divination of the Kaiyuan Period) 91, on prognostica-
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tion from winds, and in 10, "Yisi zhan Z::, E d:i ," prognostication from the tempests of 
the eight directions, are essays with relevance to this calendar. 

26) Richard]. Smith, Chinese Almanacs, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992. 
27) Kudo Motoo I!i5c~, Suikochi Shinkan yori mita Shindai no kokka to shakai 11¥JJE:l:tg* 
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28) See Kojima Tsuyoshi 1J,~~' "Sodai tenkenron no seiji rinen *1t::Rfili!lio<7)J&it~% 
(The political concept of the debate on heavenly censure in the Song dynasty)," 
Toyo bunka kenkyujo kiyo ]fti$5t1tliH~Pk*-i:~ 107, 1988; Mizoguchi Yuzo il□ fti.::::, 
"Tenrikan no seiritu ni tsuite ::R:Ell! W <7) @t .ll. i.: -::J It) --C ( On the establishment of the 
concept of heavenly principle)," Toho gaku ]ftn * 86, 1993) ; Kinoshita Tetsuya *T 
ffl*, "Chi yori ri e: Rikushi, Oanseki, Shuki 1itJ J: ~ 13:ll!J A..-ffi~ · .3:.$:n · * 
•- (From rule to principle; Lu Zhi ~~, Wang Anshi .3:.$:n, and Zhu Xi *•)", 
Toyoshi kenkyu ]fti$§e liH~ 55/3, 1996. 

29) For the political significance in China of distribution of the official calendar and the 
history of the rivalry between official and folk calendars, see Y abuuchi Kiyoshi fi 179 
m, Zui To rekihoshi no kenkyu ~1f}gfijf1:t§e<7)liff~ (A Study of the History of Calendar 
Making in the Sui and Tang), (Tokyo, Sanseido =~'.¥:, 1944), pp. 47-49; Yamada 
Keiji Li! FBY!l:.5¥.,,Jujireki e no michi: Chugoku chusei no kagaku to kokka t§l:S:;f ffaf A..Cl)ili - tj:l ii 
$ i:!t <7) n * t II * (The Road to the Officially Conferred Calendar: Medieval 
Chinese Science and the State), (Tokyo, Misuzu Shobo h. -t-r:;:m, 1980), pp. 
76-91. 

30) Smith, Chinese Almanacs. 
31) Ma Jixing, Dunhuang yi guji kaoshi ix'tllt5" IHr~li, (N anchang 1¥J ~, Jiangxi Kexue 

Chubanshe rTflBn*tl::Ht&]±, 1988), p. 442. 
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-14~M:and Chi Haiming t~r{Hi5edited, Beiji zhen jiu 1im~H~ (First Aid Acupuncture 
and Moxibustion), (Beijing, Renmin Weisheng Chubanshe Al~:ftr~tBMiffi±, 1997, p. 
636). They outline: (i) symptoms, (ii) names of points, (iii) techniques of acupuncture 
and moxibustion, and (iv) effectiveness of acupuncture and moxibustion. 

33) For an analysis of the moxibustion contraindications recorded on the reverse, see Lin 
Zhaogeng ,r,fBBm:and Yan Liang ffiSR, Zhen jiu yixue shi H~W*§l: (A History of the 
Medical Disciplines of Acupuncture and Moxibustion), (Beijing, Zhongguo 
zhongyiyao Chubanshe $il$W~tBMiffi±, 1995), pp. 154-55. 

34) Naba Toshisada !~ibtf!J!l[, "Tocho seifu no iryo kiko to minsho no shippei ni taisuru 
kyusai hoho ni tsukite no shoko Jgf ,J:11&1#<7)§~1'£i'J t .§'.;i;tf,Cl)*Wg/.:M-t ~ffi~nt:ti.: 
ff,ft ~ --C <7)1j,"5jc (A brief study of Tang dynasty government medical institutions and 
commoner methods of relief from disease)," Shiso §!:ii combined issue 17-18, 1960, 
p. 120. 

35) Miyashita Saburo sT.::::.!tl~, "Tonkohon no honzo isho ix'ti::t<7)::t~§:;: (Pharma
copoeias and medical books from Dunhuang)," (in Ikeda On it!?.FBii, Koza Tonko ~~ 
ix'ti 6: Tonko kanbun bunken ix'tifi5t5tllx, Tokyo, Daito Shuppansha **tBMiffi±, 
1992), pp. 502-503. 

36) Miki Sakae =*~, "Seiiki shutsudo iyaku kankei bunken sogo kaisetsu mokuroku "@ 
t~tB±§~ijffl1*5tllUtH:rf9rnl § jj (Annotated joint bibliography of works regarding 
medicine unearthed in the Western Regions)," Toyo gakuho ]ftif*:fll 47/1, 1964, p. 
11. 

37) Majixing, "Tangren xiehuijiufa tu canjuan kao /gf AiUt~r:tli!J1~~ (A study of 
extant moxibustion chart scrolls drawn up by Tang authors)," Wenwu 1964/6. For the 
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history of acupuncture and moxibustion in China, see Lu Gwei-djen ~f!ftand 
Joseph Needham, Celestial Lancets: A History and Rationale of Acupuncture and Moxa, 
Cambridge University Press, 1980. 

38) Naba Toshisada, "tocho seifu no iryo kiko to minsho no shippei ni taisuru kyusai hoho 
ni tsukite no shoko;" Miyashita Saburo, "Zui To jidai no iryo ~~]tfa:;¥:1-tO)§~ (Medical 
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Choan no sakariba (Part I)," pp. 33-36. 

39) Majixing, "Tangren xiehui jiufa tu canjuan kao ," p. 26. For new medical thought 
from the mid Tang onward, that is from the emergence of theories of yunqi ( cyclical 
motion of qi), see Ishida Hidemi nEB~~' Chugoku igaku shisoshi: mo hitotsu no igaku q=i 
ll § * -~, l~ §1:. - b -} - "-:J 0) § * (A History of Chinese Medical Thought: An 
Alternative Medicine), (Tokyo, Tokyo University Press J!:t]t:k*c±:ll#i-@r, 1992). 

40) See the preface to Ikeda On, Chugoku kodai shahon shikigo shuroku q:illJ51t~:2Js:~!!if 
~ifk (Collected Colophons of Ancient Chinese Manuscripts), (Tokyo Daigaku Toyo 
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41) Ito Mieko 1fr:hi~li:-f-, "Tonko shahon Saishifujin kunjohun ni tsuite ljc):i~:zjs: 1~B;;:t: 
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1997, pp. 3-4. 
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"Bei Song Bianliang diaoban yinshua kaolue ~t*TT~!tt/#if=DiU~llltr (A study of wood 
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1994). 

46) See Xu Zi f~t¥chief editor, edited and annotated by Zhang Fuqing ~iiliWii~, Niljie: 
niixingdijiasuo ftii-ft-11sst□ ffl (Admonitions for women: A straitjacket for women), 
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Postscript I 
This article is a revision of the draft presented as a paper at the Thirteenth Annual 
Meeting of the Society for the Study of Ancient Chinese Capital Cities held in November 
1995 in Yanshi 1[Uijj city, Henan illf1¥J. (The abstract of this paper is included in Zhongguo 
gudu xuehui edited, Zhongguo gudu yanjiu 4' ~~i~1it-f ~ 11, Shanxi Renmin Chubanshe ~ 
rl9 ARlliiliffr±, 1998.) After the draft was completed, the contents were presented at the 
Wei ~, Jin ff, Northern and Southern Dynasties 1¥1~1::fJI, Sui ~ and Tang ~ History 
Sectional Meeting of the Preparatory Conference for the International Congress on 
Chinese Historical Studies (February 19, 1998, at Waseda !pfgEB University). Having 
received all kinds of suggestions from the chairperson, Osawa Masaaki *ii iE HB, the dis
cussant, Kaneko Shuichi i:-f-11t-, and also from Watanabe Shinichiro iJljf{i-e~, Sekio 
Shiro ~ffl~9:Jt!~, and Maruyama Hiroshi JLLJJ*, I revised part of the content. I take this 
opportunity to express my deepest gratitude to the persons named here. 

Postscript II 
After publication of the Japanese article which forms the basis of this article, Professor 
Rong Xinjiang ~fJi)I sent me his article "Wudai Luoyang minjian yinshuaye yi pie "lift 
t%~1R~~ ~DijiJ*-tf (A glance at the private printing industry in Luoyang in the Five 
Dynasties), from which I came to know of the existence of the fragment of the end of the 
M{le xiashengjing ~i!ffi:/ii}JT ~i! (Maitreya Incarnation Sutra) presumed to have been printed 
in Luoyang 1%~1 in the Latter Tang {&~ dynasty (923-936) of the Five Dynasties. This 
printed item separately noted the names of the printer and the binder, from which it may 
be understood that by the Five Dynasties period, printing and binding were already sep
arate industries. I take this opportunity to express my profound thanks to Professor Rong 
Xinjiang. Furthermore, with the publication of Su Bai's "Tang Song shiqidi diaoban yin
shua" ~*~1-tB'-J!JUJHDiiJ (Block printing in the Tang and Song periods), (Wenwu 
Chubanshe Jttmlliiliffi±, 1999), Professor Su Bai's total contribution to research on print
ing has become cle.ar. 

Postscript III 
After this article was published inJapanese in 1999 (Seo, "Todai Choan toshi no Insatsu 
gyo" ~1i::R$:*rnO)~DijiJ* in Todaishi Kenkyukai ~1-t9:1it-f~-®- ed., Higashi Ajia ni 
okeru Kokka to Chiiki *7 V7 f:;}3 it~~* t tfu~ (States and Regions in the East Asia), 
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(Tokyo:Tosui shobo 7]7](.•m, 1999)), I received corrections to the interpretation of the 
annotated almanac, Stein P.12, quoted in this article (pp. 4-14) from Dr. Huang 
Zhengjian il.IE~, who conducts research into Tang dynasty divination at the Historical 
Research Institute of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (Tang yanjiu Fc!fif~ 6, 
December 2000, pp. 461-463). Dr. Huang pointed out that the annotated almanac Stein 
P.12 corresponds to the "sacred tortoise method of deducing the whereabouts of left and 
lost" and the "bountiful harvest, eight "heavens," going on journeys chart," so I made the 
necessary corrections to my article. This time, having received Dr. Huang's corrections, I 
am publishing the translation incorporating the fresh corrections to my interpretation. 
Now since the annotated almanac Stein P.12 touches on many questions surrounding 
Tang divination, I should like to take up again questions concerning Tang calendars and 
divination, with this almanac as starting point, in another article. 


